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Most new teachers bring with them into a school 
distriot nU!llOrous unanswered quest:l.on.s pertaining to rules 
and regulations, policies; and building procedures. The 
impor·tan.oe of having a well .. plannod program of or·ientation 
for these new teachers has long been realized• 
The new teaeher needs all the help that can be 
gathered from the lon~ and varied experience of the total 
school staff and from the resources of the coll!munity to 
assist him in becoming an effective teaeher as soon as 
possible. 
Unless there is a well..organized plan of orientation 
f'or new teachers, their problems can be ov11>rlooked or remain 
undiscovered during the critical period of their beginning 
service in a district, the period 1rrhen habits and attitudes 
are being formed. 
Today there is an ever-increasing need for new 
teachers to take care of' normal teacher replacements caused 
by resignations, retirement, and death. In addition, many 
positions are being created by the :rapid grot-rth in many 
California schools. Due to these circumstances, it becomes 
even more paramount that schools develop well*organized 
plans for new teaeher oriEintation programs. 
' 
2 
l • 'I'Hlt: PHOB!..lllM 
Statement of thg etoblem 
The schools of the San Juan Union High School 
District, of which La Sierra High School 1s a part, have 
not operated under a common plan for the o:rientation.o:f new 
teachers. It was the judgment of the investigator that 
there should be such a district plan. As a basis for 
establishing such a plan, l,lit Sierra1 s program of orienta-
tion was evaluated by the teachers at La Sierra who had 
been through the program and by principals of certain 
selected schools in comparable school districts in 
California. The recommendation of these two sampled groups 
then Wl/ll'e incorporated as a part of the district program 
of orientation for new teachers .. 
Eutt~9§t@ of the Stygy 
'!'he purposes o:f' tho study were as follows: (l) to 
review the literature to ascertain objectives, practices. 
and procedures used in effective orientation programs for 
new teachers, particularly in fast growing large high 
schools; (:2) to se<mre evaluations of the La'. Sierra High 
School orientation prac.tices from the teachers, who, during 
~ -·· _ __the_past __ three_ .. ye.ar _period, _were _oriented -U new -teachers -- -
at La Sierra; (3) to secure from the principals in. selected 
comparable high school districts by means of a questionnaire 
3 
evaluatiorus of' the orientntion program pr~~totices in effect 
at r .. a Sierra High School; and (It) to make recommGndations 
fo:r such changes and improvement,s in the program at La 
Sierra High School as will :render it suitable fo1• district-
wide use in the other schools. 
Nted fQr the Stygy 
The San Juan Union High School District is one of 
the twelve fastest growing school districts in California. 
From 1914 until 195'0 there was only one school in the 
district, but s:!.nce 195'0 three more schools have been 
establiahed • There :1$ every indication that this growth 
pattern will continue since present plans indicate that two 
more schools will be opened in 1960 with an additional 
school to be opened every two ;vears thereafter until a total 
of at least twelve are established in the district. This 
:rapid expansion coupled with the normal yearly :replacements 
makes it mandatory that a large number of teachers be 
hired each year. It has been emphasized that a sound 
program of orientation for new teachers is needed in every 
district, but it is even more important in school districts 
where such rapid growth is taking place. These circum-
stances indicated that there was a need to develop a 
sound, comprehensive common program of orientation for new 
teachers within the schools of the San Juan Union High 
School District. 
W,mitat;t.ons of the St.yd-z 
The study was delimited to include orientation 
practices for new teachers rather than to discuss in .. 
service <lducation pra.c'tices which of necessity would apply 
to all teachers. 
4 
flo a.ttem.pt was made :l .. n the study to set up a program 
which \otould necessarily be applicabll!il to all ool!llllunities 
since it is e$ser;tia1 that induct1cm programs must fit the 
particular community and district for whieh they are being 
developed. 
In the atudy there was no attempt made to measure 
the degree of adjustment or wallil.djustment. of any teacher 
who participated in the La Sierra High School orientation 
program fo:r new teaeh<~rs. 14ei ther did the study attempt 
to measure the strengths and wea.knesses that teachers way 
bring with them into the system. 
II • PROCEPUEES USED Il\l COLL!ilC'l'ING THE DATA 
Data for the study we:re gathered by using the 
following methods: 
1. Relevant articles in periodicals and other 
publications ~Jere stu.died. 
2. Severlill theses on orientation programs fo:r new 
teachers were reviewed~ 
3. A questionnair¢ was developed. for t1se in 
evaluating the La Sierra program of orienta-
tion fo:r new·teachers. 
4. The questionnaire \<'as admil'liste:red to sixty-
one teachers at I.a Sierra. High School Who had 
partiCipated in the orientation p:rogrrun. 
5. The same questiorma.i:re wu administered to fifty 
principals ix1 :fourteen sel<il<lted comparable 
school districts in California. 
6. CUrrent orientation practices in each of the 
four high schools of the San Juan Union High 
School District as listed by the principals 
were compared. 
7 • Data from the questionnaires administered to 
the two sampled g:roupa were used to evaluate 
the practices in the orientation program for 
new teachers at La Sierra High School. 
III. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Certain meanings a:re gi von to various terms which 
were used throughout the stUdy. Among these are the 
following; 
Orientjtig~. Orientation is the practice employed 
in helping the new teacher to achieve maximal initial 
teach:i.ng succe~;s in a new teaching situation. 
Nelf ii"!Mher. A new teacher is any teacher with or 
withou.t prl\\vious teaching experi~<~nce who is employed to 
teach in a situation which is new to him. 
Induction ncr.iog. The period beginning with the 
initial contact botween tho candide.te and employing agent 
and extE.!nding to the time when the aid and assistanee _ 
provid«''. the naw teacher merges into the school's in-
service training program is known e.s the induction period • 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
'l:'he literature indicated that every school should 
have a sound p:rogralll of orientation fo:r its mn·r teachers.1 
A provision for such a program becomes particularly impor" 
tant where the facilities of the school plant are large, 
the special services of' the school are many• and the 
new faculty members in a given year are severa1.2 
F. M. Lawson stipulated that an adequate program of 
orientation must meet at least four criteria: 
1. fgrne§e~l. The objectives of the program 
should be deveopoo in advance by a planning committee 
involving the cooperation, thinking, and planning of 
all who will be affected by it • 
2. Time;}.y. The progran1 must have etr(phashed time-
liness, sequence, and continuity so that the material 
presented will prove valuable to the new t$acher. It 
is of utmost importance that materials be presented 
when there is the greatest need for such information on 
the part of those :recei'lring the info:rm.at:!.on. 
l• &uthorit~vt• The program should. be carried on 
by all persons w · ·. are interested in and capable of 
making contributions to the most expeditious imple-
mentation of the program. 
lw:!.lliam Conklin, ~Initial Orientation of the New 
Teacher," American Sghool Bo!!r4 Journal, 124:38-83, May, 1952. 
2F. M~ Lawson norientation Programs for Teachers," 
Califor!Y,f !ournm.l fd Secondv;y Education, 1?:366 .. 68, 
October, 9 2. 
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4,. Comur~ensivt~ The program should be a complete 
one based on hebast research available so that the 
new teacher, after having been through it, will have a 
clear picture of the basic philosophy and the working 
machinery o:l:' the sehool.3 
WQx Qrient~t~os for New Te&gher§ 
Perhaps at no time in his career does the new 
teacher need u much understanding, consideration, eneou.rw 
agement, and guidance as when he is first standing on the 
threshold of his chosen career-•when he goes into his first 
t.eaching assignment. The optimum growth of the hacher may 
be contingent upon this crucial period when habits and 
attitudes are being formulated. Frustrations and lack of 
security can easily undermine the capabilities, initiatj.ve, 
and enthusiasm of the new teaeher,.4 
Yearly student enrollment increases in California, 
schools have made it necessary for school districts to 
employ many new teachlii!rs each year. These teachers need a 
comprehensive induction program so that they can achieve 
maximal teaah1nf success as soon as possible.; 
4Kathryn A. Mitchell, "Orientation of the Newly 
Appointed Teacher!." !h!lletin ,QJ: ~e Nation&~ AssSoiation 2!. 
Secondary Sehpo,l n.·ineipah, XXX (May, 19 5), 1 .. 
5rvational lliducation Association, B(llsearch Division, 
''Teacher Personnel Procedures," Beuugh !}l;llJ,etin, 20:73-l.i·, 
March, 1942. 
When a new teacher enters a school, the adjustment 
is twofold•-the ·adjustment of the teacher to the students 
and the students to the teacher. It becomes absolutely 
imperative that the oritmtation processes be accomplished 
. with the maximum o:t' speed and efficiency so that a good 
learning situation will be presented.6 
9 
A teacher who is well oriented to llis :responsibilities 
and duties in a school is usually a llappy teacher. !t is 
:reasonable then to assume that an effective orientation 
program will ser~e to decrease the number of dropouts from 
the profession as well as to relieve the dissatisfaction of 
those Who continue in the profession. HaPPYt well-adjusted 
teachers will also serve as an inducement for youth to 
join the teaching profession.? 
Every g()od orientation p:rogl:'Qlll should include both 
immediate and long te:t'ln goals •. It is Vitally important for 
the newly appointed teacher to settle down quickly to the 
work of the school, to become familiar with the resources 
or tho schOol and the community, to denlop the kind of 
social and professional contacts which are essential to the 
10 
making of aatist'aeto:ry judgments in hh job, and in reality 
to improve his teaching skills.8 
All too often the new teacher lllnters upon his 
assignl!lent possessing a f&eling of fefll' and inseou:ri ty. 
Multitudinous concerns are his. Among some of the many 
1. How will the students :react to him in the 
classroom? 
2. ll.re his discipline techniques sound? 
3. \fill he be naceeptet'i" on the staff and in the 
community? 
1,. Ax•e the:re any :restrictions to be placed on his 
persona1 habits and social activities? 
;. Are there traditions which he should know of but 
which are not \il'itten down'i'9 
These fears cannot be overcome completely, but they 
can be reliably alleviated through a good progrmn of 
orientation. !!'here. is no substitute fo:r knowledge, so the 
8paul Cable, 1113asic Principles of New Teacher 
Orientation, tt Xh2 A!!'!!n;ie&n §chgoJ. J3ga:r£!. Jgu:rMJ., 13S' ;41-21 
May, 195'7. 
9olenn Eye and Willard R. Layne, !!'he ~iew ~~!!1: 
~ ~ Sghool (New York: Harper and Brothers, , 
pp·;-;3:.;. . 
ll 
mo:r$ the newly appointed teaoher knows about the school 
system and its policies and i h eu:r:rieullltl'!, the greater his 
over-all ef:fici.endes 111il1 be.lO 
The study by Willard R. ;Layne poit.ted eut that new 
teachers desire the following types of inforn;a.tion: 
(1) informatior, e.bou.t thiOI community; (2) in.formation about 
the school; (3) inform&t1on about thm teaching pos:l. tion; 
and (lr) information of pe:rsonal interest to thtaJ teaehe:r.u 
The following salient points of infol'l!lation about 
the eommtmi ty were found to be of importance to the new 
teacher; 
1. Transporhtion facilities in and out of the 
community. 
2. N·ames and positions o:r community leaders. 
3. Recreational opportunities in the oom!lltlnity. 
4. Activities of civic interest in the community. 
5. Medical and health facilities present. 
6. Community interest and support of schools. 
7. Dominant racial and nationality makeup of the 
community. 
lOAmerican Association of School Administrators, 
~ l!elr.t)!,on§ .tn @ShggJ,. ,A.dminist:,:Qt;iop, Thirty-third 
Yearbook of the American Association of School Administra-
tors (Washington; National Education Association, February, 
1955), p. 49. 
llEye and Layne, SJ:I.• Si!i.•, P• 91. 
Cll'U:td>\f/t. t:n thltl lilOiic\'tlUVtty • 
t:r,J!',illll!nt 'Hlcrttion~:~. 
lC. f.lna:nc5 ... .!i!l altflitv of tb%' eolll!nt:m1.ty to sup~:rt 
t.he acboola.n · · 
.t~yn€1 found tbat thtli n,t~v t<&ae:h~:t de$1r«i i';hf1 follow-
in~ tyJ~et of 1nfoJra~!fttilln !ll-ll!\lut t:bt~ mchOQ.l, atld ~:till intot·r~l 
Ol"l~i~at1oru 
1. t!;!!~elilh:ilrG to'f' ~~illtt:tt~~ w~,uos, \:!$oks ~l':!d 
cqt;1 pmomt • 
I; • !loUc!tu~ (!t')fi06l't:.1ng @bci.pUr.,.,. 
'., l"'oUo!l,on Mr~o~rn:tnF ab$~l1C!Ct.. 
l'.. Ttittll (;}n,:-ollnet:.t. 
'l· !l~tl'~'ll'1sors• n~llli.'So 
8., Chn:t~t~M•bti!!t$ ef thtt: l~t'o.dont(f Gtn:'Oll®d,. 
9.. (1:rad:tt~~ poUei~t~.n.,l3 
'rtl!ll mamo :~It\:ii;;r by 'La:n~e ind:tent(l1t'l that thn n~ 
toAeher d~g~irQd tho !O:Ut)'Wir<.r, t#'l-'!OeS of 1nfl:!'l!rlaatior. ul!cut 
t.hQ aet\l&'l. toMh1r~ potd. tto~l ~ 
l 01 l;t~~Cifie ~l4l.$SCU;I tl) '1'$ t!!IUd.~~ • 
--------
12D.ll1•• P• Sla. 
13n.u.., P• 99 .. 
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3. Jl.epcl"t:tng 4ato to:r dllty. 
l1,. · AUIUO-ViS'llel il!quipment and facilities availlllbll!h 
:1. Clue load. 
IJ'i,,. AVailability of eourlll•. ouUines ro:r cO'lJ:t'lilfls to 
be taught. 
? .. V.'o:rking hours • 
B. 'l'ypes of :I'$'COJ"ds to be kept.l
1* 
!A:~yne de~te:t'!l'!1Md tJ1at the new bach('ill' dfls1:red the 
following :it1fo:rmat1on eortC!IIl'tli,ng h1s j)G:rl!&onsl life: 
l." !.ivinf! costs .. 
2 • Availability of housing, 
3. Vacation sohedUl(!llh 
t.. • !#.o:res of the eoMlltm.i t;y" 
5. Dates to'!' :receiving pay wa:t'P&llts.lS 
l'~!!!iSttX St iU}•sm~cll! ~IIUSW 
The noed fo:r in•serv1oe education of teaeho:rs. h~u; 
always been felt by educational l<1&lhtrst and 1110me f<~:rms of 
tQacbe:r 1n•$$!'Vice tra1:ntng are almost u old as is th& 
his.to:ey of JJmerican public tmucuttil'.m ibolt.l6 In tact, 
ltt.~., P• 107., l5llW!•t P• 115. 
16t. Jesoph Uns '1'1:i:rigin or 'l'eflu~hor Impronment 
Services in the United Staha • " 'lS.WtPil ii, Mlltiit:tsmJl 
!lll)UatQ!.h 38:69?t !>lay, 1'9i.t5. 
the first hachars' institute so ea.Uoo was o:rganillled by 
13upo:rintendent f!enry Ea:rna:rd in 1839 :in Hartford, 
Comlecticut,l'i' and just dxteen years afterwards William 
Pussell made note that: 
14 
'.!'he commor1 schools are. in not a :few :tnstanoes 
conducted by individuals who do not possess one ol the 
qu~ifications of an insbucto:r. Many possess barely 
knowledge enou€h to keep the teacht~r at a dece.rrt <Us• 
tanoe from his soholars.lb 
Barnard's Hartford mootirlg in lfJ39 established the 
institute torm of in-service education as a foro:rt1nne:r of 
several well-known and suoo('HJs:t:'ul devices ths.t are common 
p:ractiees all over the land.l9 
In the same year, 1839, the tint normal school or 
teachliil:r training oolllilge \':as established in I,exington., 
M~uilsaehusetts. and f:row tbat early institution the pattern 
was established for :future teacher imp:rovem<mt programs 
eons:Lst:l.ng mainly o:f:' institutu, eo:rresponden.ce instruction, 
and educational supervision.. The institute as a teaeher 
improvement and instructional device thus ga:tn0d early 





in 181+3, when twenty-eight teachers met in conference for 
t1r10 weeks, in Ohio in 11:'.11·4, and in Massachusetts in 1845.20 
ln 1862, the institute was so firmly established as 
an in-service form of teacher improvement that it was noted 
that 11the institute imparts the philosophy of the profession 
and establishes a common sympathy between teacher and the 
peop1e.u2l 
As the years went by and the concept of free public 
education gained favor as the nation grew, other forms of 
teacher improvement developed, although the institute was 
still popular. The famous Chautauqua movement in 1874 
made the "reading circles" a popular form of teacher 
improvement. Particularly important was the ":reading 
circle11 to rural teachel's who did not have as extensive 
professional training.22 
By 1879 the stlmmor school movement had startG(l and 
in 1887 the University of Wisconsin conducted one of the 
early summer sessions solely for teachers in the field.23 
20;tbid.' p. 699. 
21Ib1d. t P• '700. 
22Ibid ___ ., p. 7o4. 
23;rbid.' P• 705. 
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Other f'orm.s of in-service education, all more or less 
popular now in the United States, g:radually evolved and 
are now cotr.mon. Such practices include sta:f't' meetings, 
sul!llller training, supervision, sabbatical leaves, travel,. 
intervisita.tion of superior teachers among many others. All 
have as their p:rimaTY objective the p:rofess:i.on.al improvement 
of the teacher.24 
Actual programs of orientation to induct n~W 
teachers into their positions did not gain impetus in the 
school systems as rapidly as they did in industry. one 
school administrator '~>lrote in 1924 as a suggestion to 
teachers: 
When you have accepted a position as a teacher, the 
school officials have a :right to expect you to be loyal 
to the city or town in which you teach, loyal to your 
fellow teachers, loyal to the committee and superin-
tendent, willing to receive criticism and to give the 
best of yourself to your school work. In a broad way, 
this defines fairly wall 1 pe~aps, what a teacher may be expected to be or to ao.25 
Even though this pointed out what was expected of 
the new teacher, no suggestion wu madC~ as to how the new 
teacher was to receive such information. 
24Jlerbert Winterstein, "In•serv:i.ce illducation Prac-
tices in Arden ... CaTmichael School District" (unpublished 
tR.aster 1 s thesis, SaorQ!IIento State College, Sacramento, 
1956), p. 15. 
25Eye and Layne, £n• ~., p. ?O. 
17 
Much progress has been made, hovrever, dti:ring recent 
years in the development of orientation programs for new 
teachers as .administrators continue to realize the growing 
importance of helping the new teacher develop his fUll 
potential. 26-
Commop Praptice§ Found in Orientation ~rog:rpms 
Authorities have agreed that timeliness is an 
important factor in the process of orienting new teachers.27 
Satisfying the individual needs of teachers is of paramount 
importance. In this regard Layne has said that the new 
teacher needs certain lnforrnation before he signs his 
contract, other information after signing but before 
reporting for duty, and other information after reporting 
for duty.28 
M. w. Rowland, superintendent of schools in New 
Bruns~rick, New Jersey, stated that the professional sncQess 
and development of the new teacher was the joint respon• 
sihility of the superintendent, the principal, the teacher 
himself, and the community,29 
26J;bid. 
2?Mitche11 1 2n• cit., PP• 80-88. 
28Eye and Layne, sm_ • .s!:!;.., p. 121. 
29Mitchell 1 SUI.• cit., p. 88. 
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l3Gfo;re contr£~.c:!;·signod. The superintendent or 
principal, depending upon who vias conducting tho initial 
interview, could give the now teacher nmch of th.e desired 
information he should have. Items discussed in tho inter-
view should include the follo11I:I.ng: 
1. l1ores of the community which may affect the 
personal habits of the new teacher. Certain 
communities fro'V.'tl on teaehe.:rs participating in 
ce:rta.in act.i vi ties. These should be made 
known to tho teacher, if there arC' such, before 
he signs a contract so tr~t he can make a 
decision whether he wishes to teach in that 
particular oo!lllllt'U'li ty. 
2. Transportation facilities. Experience has shown 
that a new teacher needs to know, before he 
signs a contract, what travel facilities are 
available in a partioular community. 
3. Classes to be taught. All too frequently the 
grade level or specific list o:f' classes to be 
taught, as well as the class load, are not 
made known to the applicant. 
4. Lj.ving costs. New teachers need to know what 
the average cost of living will be il1 the 
particular community and how it compares with 
other comparable communities. 
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5. . Total enrollment of the school and. the general 
eha:rMteri.stics. of the stt111!ents enrolled. The 
teacher must know his students if he is going 
to do effective teaching. Information about 
the students• background given in advance can 
hasten the teacher 1 s acquaintance \-ri th new 
pupils during the opening days of school. 
fl,. Information about the community. The j_nterview 
provides an excellent opportunity to present 
to prospective ne'.r teachers information of a 
pertinent nature about the particular commun-
ity: namely, recrea.tional opportunities 
available, medical facilities present, churches 
within the community, interest of the community 
in its schools, activities of civic interest, 
the major vocations repTesented within the 
community, and the ability of the col!l)'l!1.tni ty to 
support education. 
7. Salary schedules, both :regular and extra-
curricular. This is an item of extreme 
importance, as all people are interested in 
knowing of their future economic status.30 
30 r:: Eye and Layne, Jm• cit., pp. 120-2,.~, 
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.(!ftez: gontnct signed. In most good orientation 
programs, tho literature indicated,. lettors of welcome to· 
the nevily signed et11):•1oyao have been utilized in va:rio1.s 
ways. In most cases at least the principal Wl'Cltc a lottor 
of welcome to the new teacher. These letters serve e.s a 
valuable instrument in establishing :rapport. They can. do 
much to allaY the fears and qualms of the newly appointed 
staff member toward his new job. Most welcome letters 
included all or JJ>.ost or the following points: 
1. i'Jelcome to assure the new teacher that he is 
needed and wanted. 
2. Pate to report for duty. 
3. Invitation to visit tho school. 
l1. ;rnvi tation to direct any qua~tions concerning 
the school system to the·principal • .:ll 
Some districts, in addition• it was found, have 
departmental teachers and department chairmen 'ltll'ite letters 
of welcome to the rH:w teacher during the summer. They 
encourage him to ask any questions he may have, and give 
him ini'o1•mation about planned activities. Vtany offer their 
assistance upon his arrival in the coll1lllUnity.32 
31National i!!d.ucation Association "Orientation of 
New Teachers," The Journa1 .Qt Nat~onal ~dueat;t,on ,{\ssocia-
tion, XLI (Nay, 1952). 
32[M.g. 1 PP• 292-9f·; and .Jacquelin E. Stanlelt 110r1entat on o:r !Jew Teachers, 11 Yirdnia Journal, 21: ,\l1!lucp,-
tion, September, 1958, p, 30. 
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Frequently districts have ut:l.lizeC! tho p:roceC!ure of 
sending a packet of' information to tho new teacher during 
the early summar months, in which information about the 
following is often incl·uded: 
1. Housing information. 
2. Ftlstory and philosophy of tho school. 
3. Courses o:f ztudy. 
4. Names of toxtbooks to be used. 
5. Specific class assignments.33 
Authorities agreed that most di.st:r>icts utilize 'the 
faculty handbook as a means of providing tho new teacher 
with information including procedures and regulations of a 
school system.34 
Handbooks vary as to content covered but all or many 
of the following points are covered in most; 
I. The Community 
l. Hap of the community 
2, Recreational oppo:rtun:l.tielil 
3 ••. List of activities of a c.ivic 
4 Churches in the community 
5. Health facil:l. ties 
6, Civic clubs and organizations 
7. Fraternal organizations 
33conklin, loe. · sll• 
nature 
3hRuth Merriken, 11 Needed, Wanted and Welcome, 1' 
J'ournaf of t:ge. Natignal Educat;t.on Association, XLVli 
lMay,. 9~), 297-99. 
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II. The School 
1. Short histol"Y of thl!i school 
2. Philosophy of the school 
3. School policies a:nd regulations concerning: 
a) Toacher absences 
b) Salary schedule 
c) Di sclpl:tne 
d) Use of special equipment such as audio-
visual 
e) School calendar an.d time schedules 
f) Equipment procurement 
g) Grading . 
h) Professional organizations 
i) Special services~wi. thin the community 
j) Record keeping.3; 
It was noted in the 1i terature that practices vary 
in school districts in the di stri but:!. on o.f handbooks. 
Some were given out t-1han tho new teacher reported for duty, 
but several sources mentioned that H was perhaps better 
to distribute them to the new teacher during tha summer 
months so that he could become familiar with the contents 
before any pre-.school meatings)6 
The "buddy" system is freauently used by schools in 
their orientation progra.m.37 A returning teacher is 
assigned to serve as counselor to the new appointee. 
35Eye and Layne, .2ll.• eit. 1 PP• 350-52. 
36F. L. Sweet, "Help for the Iilew Teacher," !h! 
~~~;,;. Elen;antar PrincipaJ, 1 37:34-35, May, 1958; and 
Clar.k1 ".eache:r Induction," The Schoo;!, Bop,:rd Journal, 108:4,, May, 1944. 
37Eye and Layne, ~· Sit•• P• 355. 
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Frequently the sponsoring teacher 1s asked to v:r:l.te a letter 
to the net-! teacher du:ring tho sumrnor in 'dhi.ch he offers to 
be of ass:l.stance Jf poss:Ullo. Some schools I>Skod their 
sponsori.nr teache:r to meet the no;,r teacher upon his 
arrival in the co!llll1unity to hclil him solve some of his 
problems: locating housing, familiari zinr him \<rith the 
community, and hel pj. ng in any other way to make the new 
teacher's adjustment as easy as possible. Frequently the 
"host" teacher '\lras assigned from the same depa.:rtment. 
This, many schools felt, alloued for a closer tvork:tng 
relat:l.onshi.p in the first fovt difficult \4eeks of school.38 
One writer indicated that this :phase of the program should 
continue throughout the first year since he pointed out, 
• • • all too often assi;;tance to the ne\4 teacher 
is emphasized during the first week or two while the 
danger pe:rtod ectually comes during the coldest part 
of winter or during spring when a let-down occurs.j9 
Before school Q.n..tmm• Authorities indiea.ted that 
the most fruitful singlo m~ .. d to a new teacher before 




Stanley, ~· 9it. 
39tvillard Abraham, ·••How Are Your .New Teachers 
Now?" E:dueatiop.al leadership, 11:311-15• February, 
workshop.4o "' The new teacher profited most if at least one 
separate session was held in which he had an opportunity 
to discuss the following problems unique to the new 
teacher in a school system: 
1. Material covered in faculty handbook. 
2. Proctll'ement of supplies. 
3. The opening day of school--lesson plans, and 
classroom procedures. 
4. :Required records and reports. 
5. Specific data about the children within his 
classes. 
f,. The features of the building. 
7. The daily schedule}+l 
Concern was expressed by some that frequently 
administrators have tried to impart too much information to 
the new teacher during the pre-school workshop. His main 
interest at this time is to bridge the gap between educa-
tional theory and local building pz·aetice. Too mueh 
information overwhelms the new teacher rather than helps 
him. Among some of the questions he might want answered 
are the follo'l>:ing: 
Staff 
Hall, 
40W1llard s. EJ.sbree and E. IJldmund Reutter, Jr., 
Personnel in the Public Schools (New York: Prentice-
Inc., 195'41, p:-4j8. 
41Eye and Layne, .9l\• .s1;6., PP• 357-58. 
1. What must I do when we have a fire drill or 
other emergency drill'l What is the sigilal for 
emergency drills? 
2. \vhat do the different bell signals mean? 
3. What procedures are used for pupils coming into 
the bu:i.lding, going to assembly 1 library, and leaving the building at the end of the day? 
4. ~hat must I do if I must leave my classroom 
when the pupils are assembled? 
5. What procedures are used to permit the children 
to leave the school building d:u:r:!.ng school. hours for 
such purposes as attending a medical or dental clinic? 
6. What are lunch hour rules and regulations? Do 
I have lunch hour supervision duxies? 
'?. Do I have playground supervisory duties? 
8. How do I obtain textbooks ;md supplies? 
9. How do I obtain audio-visual suppli0s~'' 
10. What provisiops are there fo:r typewriting or 
duplicating services? 
11. How can I get the services of the custodian? 
What is he expected to do for teachers? 
12. May I decorate my :room? If so, are there any 
restrictions? 
13. How do I record and report student absence? 
14. What are the rules governing visitors to the 
elas sroom? 
15. How do I handle tardiness?4·2 
Af~!il' J!Chqfl?l ggg~ngd. ~he literature revealed 
that it was considered to be good practice to hold a series 
of meetings for new teachers after school commenced to 
discuss problems of mutual eoneern to tho new staff 
mombers.43 Such items as the following were disctuHi!ed in 
these moetings by those schools using this procedure in 
their orientat:l.on p:rOfil'&l!!f 
1. Diseipline philosophy of thC~ school. 
2. Oradi~ policies in ef'fect. 
3. Extra-curricular program. 
4. Vacation dates. 
5'. Pol1e1es 1'Eil!arding teacher absences. 
6. Special services available within the buildingJ 
Ub:rary, business off1.<H)t health, and r,uidanoe. 
7. Supervision :p:raetices in eff~et. 
8. ~!(lthods of t,eaoher evaluation.44 
It was agreed that orientation is a oon.ti:nuing 
process which atarh with the annotmeement of the vaee.ncy 
and ends \<lb.en the teacher becomes confident and competent 
enoueh to continue in his position free from the fruatra-
t:!.on atld fears '"'hieh are unique to his being ne\ot. 4; 
4\;l!.'ye and LayrJe 1 .fm• Sllt•, P• 12*'. 
4;IJW!., P• 362. 
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The :re'lriew of the li teratu:re on orientation prog:raro.s 
for new teachers indicated the :following: 
1. The new teacher naeds to be oriented for 
several :reasons: 
(a) llua to tho inc:reaJid.ng demands fo:r teachers, 
many are entering th~;~ profession with little 
p1.•ev:tous expe:ri ence. 
(b) An effective teacher is a well-adjusted 
t(!lache:r. 
(c) A happy teacher is less likely to drop out 
o:f' the profeu1on. 
(d) A satisfied haehe:r will se:rve u an induce-
ment for youth to ent.e:r the teaching profession. 
2. The ultimate goal of e'lre:ry orientation progrp 
is the improvem.a:nt of :tnst:ruetion. 
3. An effective program must ·oe purposeful, 
timely 9 anthOri tative9 and eompreh.ensi ve. 
4.. ~·he new teacher desires information about the 
coml'lltlni ty, about the school 1 tfelf, about the teaching 
position, and info:rmaticm wbich will ease his p~7>rsonal. 
adjustment. 
5. The new teacher needs certain types of 
information about the school and comnn:mity be:fore he s.igns 
his eontl:·act, other information a.fhr signing but be:foNs 
he :reports for duty, an"! st:Ul othe:r information after 
:repo:rtlng for duty. 
fi. The most sign:tfie!",nt aid to th<J ne'VJ toacho1· 
before entering the classroom '>.Ja~: detG:rmined. to he tho 
pre-school 'VJorkshop. 
7. Orientation is a continuing process until the 
new teacher is so secu:ro in his position that he is 
relieved of tho frustrations and fears uhich may l1ampe:r 
his teaching effectiveness. 
.CHAPTER III 
~'EACH!'JH ORU-:llTA:riON IN THE SAN ,TUAN UNION 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTPICT 
Ea:rly History of the Di§trict 
The San Juan Unj.on High School District was 
established in the year 1912 to provide education to those 
students in grades nine through twelve, living in the rural 
comlllUnities of Carmichael, Orangevale, Citrus Heights, and 
Fdr Oaks. From 1912 to 1914 classes we:re held in the 
Fair Oaks Elementary School until the facilities of the 
San Juan High School were :ready for occupancy in the fall 
of 1914·.1 Tho district encompassed approximately seventy-
five square miles w:l.thin its boundaries, which lay in the 
area immediately northeast of the city of Sacramento. 
One high school, San Juan Union, located in Citrus 
Heights, was able to accommodate the student enrollment 
living within the :rural area from 1914 until 1950. Most of 
its stlldents were tran.sported long distances to and from 
school by school bus. 
During the past ten years there has been a 
tremendous growth ex.periencei in the heretofore rural 
lsta.tement by o. H. Close, one o:f :first trustees of 
the San Juan Union ITigh School District, personal inter-
view, April 7, 195'9. 
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communities. Within this decade these rural commt.mities 
have been transformed into a populous suburban residential 
area. This population growth naturally has had its effect 
on the San Juan Union High School District. 
Recent Growth 
In l948-19lt9, San Juan nigh School, the only high 
school within the district, was a school of medium size 
with a total enrollment of 9(£9 pupils.2 During the ten 
year pertod from l9lt9 to 1959 the enrollment of the 
district steadily increased from 1,132 students to 6,549 
students. The largest single year enrollment increase "'as 
in the school year 1958-1959 when 1,156 additional students 
enrolled. The largest percentage increase was in the school 
year 1951-1952 when there was a 29 per cent increase over 
the preceding year. !ear by year pupil enrollment data 
are presented in Table I. 
This steady pupil growth made it necessary for the 
district to employ additional teachers each year. In the 
ten year peri.od fl'Om 1949 to 1959 the total number of 
2october 31, 1948, San Juan High School District 
IU!llUal attendance report to the California State Department 
of l!:ducation. 
TAEUll I 
SAN JUAN UNION HIGFJ SCHOOL DISTRICT 
lJ:P,H10LI.I~~!T, 1949 TO 1959* 
Per Cent 
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Year Enrollment Yearly Increase 
1949 ... 1950 1132 16 
1950-1951 1276 13 
1951-1952 16lt8 29 
1952-195~ 2067 25 
1953-195' 25'23 22 
1951~-1955 3065 21 
1955-1956 3660 19 
1956·195'7 lt478 22 
1957-1958 5393 20 
1958-195'9 6,549 21 
* Compiled from 1949 .. 1958 October 31 yearly :repol'tS 
of the district to the California State Department of 
Education. 
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teachers within the San Juan Union High f:lehool Dist:rict was 
increased 1'rom 43 to 293. The largest single year increase 
came in 1958 when a total of 62: teachers. vias added to the 
staff of the district. The yearly increase in size of the 
certificated staff f:rorn 1949 to 1959 is shown in Table II. 
Four high schools, each built and equipped to 
accommodate two thousand pupils, nov1 make up the San Juan 
Union High School District. These are the San Juan High 
School which was established in 1914, El Camino in 1950, 
La Sierra in 1955, and ~cina in 1958. Present plans call 
for the opening of two more schools, Bella Vista and Mira 
toma, in September of 1960. Conservative estimates made 
by the San Juan Union High School District assistant 
superintendent of instruction and the Sacramento County 
Planning Commission predict that by 1970 a total of from 
twelve to fourteen high schools will be needed \dthin the 
district to educate those who will be enro11ed.3 
Needless to say, the growth e;rperienced within the 
San Juan Union High School District has presented a 
multiplicity of problems beyond those normally found in a 
3Minutes of the San Juan Union High School District 
governing board o:f trustees meetings, October 1, 1958 and 
November 5, 1958. 
~'ABLE II 
lWMf:\E.R OF' CERTI:FICATii;D S'J:"AFF NEWI8E.RS 1 SAN JUAN UNION 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTHICT, 1949 TO 1959* 











. *compiled from tho files of the persor.nel director, 
San Juan Union High School District. 
static situation.4 Certainly one of these problems has 
been to orient the large number of new teachers which the 
district has found necessary to employ. 
Orientation Pr&etigee in tge Schools of the District 
Each of the four high schools in the district has 
at the present time some form of an orientation program 
for new teachers. The central office participates in 
certain phases of· tho total orientation program. In these 
areas the program for all four high schools is the same. · 
District p:r§.etice§• The central office at the 
present time carries out responsibilities in two phases of 
the orientation program--immediately after the contract is 
signed and in the period before school commences. In the 
following paragraphs the orientatio:n practices employed by 
the central office staff during the summer and fall of 1958 
are discussed. 
Immediately after the new teacher signed his contract, 
the director of persotmel sent a letter of welcome to the 
new teacher in which he sent greetings from the district 
superintendent. At this time the new teacher "1as told the 
4 . . . 
Leonard Frizz!, "Teacher 'l'urnover W1 thin the San 
Juan Union High School District11 (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Sacramento State College, Sacramento, 195'9), P• 2. 
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bu;i.lding in which he would be working and the date upon 
which h~ must report for duty. He was given information in 
· this lettar about chest x .. ray requirements and credential 
filing instructions. ·. The district office also f'ort1arded to 
the new teacher a pacltet of information of interest to a 
new staff member. This included copies of (l) the school 
calendar, (2) salary schedule, (3) printed policies of the 
board of trustees, and (4) personnel policies of the 
district. 
The central office has been active during the past 
several years in the phase of the orientation program for 
new teachers which takes place just before school commences. 
It has been a requirement for new teachers to report for 
duty three days prior to the opening of school in the fall. 
A workshop for ne'VT teachers in the district was 
conducted by central office personnel on the first morning 
that they reported for duty in 1958. The superintendent 
weleorued the total group to the district and introduced 
the various personnel of thE! central office which included 
the following; 
1 .. Assistant superintendent of instruction 
2. Assistant superintendent in charge of business 
3. DiNllctor of guidance 
4. Director of liberal arts 
5. Director of applied arts 
6. Director of personnel 
'1· Director of public information 
8. Director of school plant planning and 
construction 
9. Supervisor of child welfare and attendance 
10. Su.pervisor of maintenance, operation, and · 
transportation 
11. Psychologist 
In addition, the superintendent introduced tho principals 
and other members of the building administrative staffs to 
the new teachers. 
The assistant superintendent in charge of instruction 
briefly explained the philosophy of the district, recent 
growth experienced in the district, and important district 
policies, particularly those of interest to now teachers. 
Each of the district personnel in attendance at the 
meeting for nev teachers briefly described his particular 
function in the district, emphasizing that each central 
office staff member 1 s primary goal \-las to assist the 
teacher in achieving success in his classroom. 
New teachers met during the afternoon of the first 
day in orientation sessions at the building level. This 
will be discussed at length later in this chaptel'. 
All teachers, new and rett:rning, of the district 
met during the morning of the second day. The session was 
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devoted to various types of activities. A representative 
of the governing board of trustees welcom1;1d both the new 
teachers and the returning members and wished all a 
successful, profitable year in the classroom. The superin-
tendent discussed the school year ahead, along with l:lis 
objectives and plans that he had outlined for the ensuing 
year. A certain portion of the meeting was reserved for 
any buslness which officers o:t the district teacher associa-
tion desired to bring before the total distriCt staff.. The 
.morning sessior1 ¥las closed with an inspirational address by 
a prC>minent speaker. To allow for sociulization following 
the meeting, a luncheon for all teachers was served in the 
school cafeteria. 
The assistant superintendent of instruction on 
several .occasions during the past four years has made 
arrangements for the group of new teachers to be conducted 
on a guided bus tour of' the area. Various centers of' 
interest have been visited= the schools w:ttliin the district• 
central office facilities,_ shopping centers, Sacramento 
State College, American River Junior College, and 
McClellan Field. 
It has been a practice in the community for the local 
Chamber of Commerce to sponsor a late afternoon "get 
acquainted" social for all new teachers of the corrJilunHy, 
both elementary and secondary, just prior to the opening 
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o:f school. Civic :representa.Uves of comrrunity organiza-
tions have been invited to attend in order to meet and 
greet these newcomers to the communi.ty. 
Building practi.ces._ Each school within the district 
is charged with the responsi.bili.ty of providj.ng orientation 
programs for its new teachers. Even though there is a 
similar:l.ty in some of the practices which are carried out, 
there is no uniformity and ri.gidity in the programs 
offered. Some schools do more than others; perhaps this 
is due to the fact that one, San Jua.n, is an older 
established school and, as a consequence, has not had as 
many additions to its teaching staff as have some of the 
newer schools, namely, La Sierra and Encina. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, La Sierra 
High School was estabHshed ln the fall of 1955. During 
the first year, a total of sixteen teachers made up the 
staff. When it 1rras realized that the teaching staff would 
total forty-five teachers at La Sierra in 1956, it became 
apparent to the administration that emphasis needed to be 
placed on developing a sound program of orientation for 
these twenty-nine new staff members. Through a planning 
committee made up of hro experlenced teachers, three first-
year teachers, and two members of the buildlng administrati.on, 
La Sierra's program of orientation for new teachers was 
developed. Certain :refinements have been m.ade in the 
program during the last tw years, mai11ly as a result of 
evaluating the program by the ne"YI teachers \vho have been 
through the p:r•og:ram eaeh year. 
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The program as practiced at La Sierra is conducted 
in throe phases: (1) immediately after the new teacher 
signs his contract, (2) before school opens, aud (3) after 
school opens• !n tho f'ollovling paragraphs the orientation 
practices employed at the La Sierra Hi€h School during the 
summer and fall of 1958 are discussed. 
As soon as a contract was signed, tho cantral office 
notified the building principal that a new teacher had been 
hired and that he •,;ould. be placed at IJa Sierra. The 
principal notified the orientation program coordinator· 
that a new teacher had been hired. The coordinator is n 
teacher who has been appointed to assign sponsoring teachers 
for the new staff member, The principal then informed the 
coordinator about the status of the new teacher--whether 
he was a beginner or experienced teacher and what subjects 
he ltJould be teaching. The coordinator assigned a teacher 
who would be :returning for the following year and who 
would be teaching \.;i thin the same department to serve as 
the new t oacher 1 s "buddy. 11 The "buddy" was charged with 
the responsibility of contacting the new teacher by mail. 
In the personal letter he welcomed the new teacher to the 
t,o 
staff and offered to be of assistance if possible when the 
new teacher a.:rri ved in the community • 
Enci:na, the nev;est high school in the district, 
used this same procedure with the exception that the ''buddy11 
was assigned by tho chairman of the department of \'Jhich the 
:new teacher vras to become a member. San Juan and El 
Camino did not have a departmental tea.cher vrl'i te a letter 
of welcomet 
Soon e.fter a new teach!i'r \<ras hired at La Sierra, 
the princ:l.pal wrote a lotto:r of welcome. He informed the 
new teacher of his subject assignments, names of textbooltS 
to be uned 1 schedule of pre-school vmrkshop datos, and 
invited him to visit the school if possible and practicable. 
At the same time the ne;.; teacher was sent a packet of 
information from the school, Th.is included the follo\>~ing: 
1. Copies of the school net-mpapor. 
2. Copies of the.distr:l.ct news bulletins. 
3. Eousing information consisting of e list of 
realtors within the area. 
t,. rou.rse ou.tlin.es. 
5. Names and addresses of faculty members. 
E. List of departmental course offerings. 
The principal in each of the district schools wrote 
a letter of welcome to each new teacher, but only La Sierra 
sent a packet of information to the new teacher. The 
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principal's letter from San Juan made an offer to assist in 
finding housing for the new teacher. 
The chairman of the department in which the new 
teacher would be assigned at La Sierra was asked to 
communicate with the new staff member during the S'Ul'llmer. 
'!'he chairman offered to give him. help in planning, caring 
for routines, and assisting in any way possible to make his 
adjustment easier. All schools of the district utilized 
this procedure even though there was a variation in timing. 
New teachers were asked to Jneet during the afternoon 
of the first day of the pre-school workshop with the 
buildine; administrators in their particular schools. 
Agendas varied since it is left to the discretion of the 
principal what will be covered in his particular building. 
At La Sierra the agenda in 1958 included. the folloWing: 
1. The principal introduced all n$w teachers to the 
members of the building administrative 
· staf~. These included the registrar, vice~ 
principal, dean of boys, dean of girls, and 
principal. 
2. The duties and :responsibiliths of' each adm;tn .. 
istrator were explained to the new teachers 
by each administrator in the group meeting 
so that the teachers could better understand 
how they could be helped by the administrative 
staff. 
3. Teacher duties and responsibilities were 
explained by the principal so that the new 
teachers could be cognizant of what was 
expected of them, as staff members, 
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4. Building procedures, as outlined in the faculty 
handbook which were of particular importance 
to the new teacher 1 s success, were discussed • 
. 5'. Grading v>as discussed in gen.eral terms as it 
applied to the total curriculum. Specifies 
of grading we:re left for further discussion 
in departmental meetings and workshop meet-
ings after the start of school. 
6. The philosophy underlying discipline at I.a 
Sierra was explained. The deans spent 
considerable time in pointing out the 
teacher's responsibilities in classroom 
management problems and in outlining th.e 
procedures for student referrals. 
?. Printed materials were given the new teachers 
which outlined some of the practical "do's" 
and ''don1ts" for them when they met thei:r 
classes for the first time. 
8. NeW teachers were told ths procedures by which 
they would be supervised and evaluated by 
the administration as the year progressed. 
This was discussed only in general terms at 
this time since the faculty handbook 
contained a complete outline of the pro-
cedures. The principal reason fordiscussion 
of this in the pre-school workshop was to 
allay any fears that the new teachers may 
have had toward observers in their classes~ 
9. Briefly, the framework of student government 
was outlined so that the new teacher would 
know to what extent tr~e students were 
responsible for administering their activities. 
10. Various aspects of the student activity program 
were explainedf school dances, parties, 
interscholastic athletics, clu.bs, dramatics, 
assemblies, and music activities. 
The afternoon meeting :for new teachers was culminated 
by conducting all on a guided tour of the school. All 
schools of the district engaged in this same practice as a 
phase of their orientation program for new teachers. 
Jqew teaohGrs at La Sierra were entertained at a 
luncheon at noon on the first day of the pre-school workshop 
:l.n the school cafeteria. lnvi ted guests from the central 
office included the superintendent and two assistant 
superintendents, and from the building, the teacher 
association president and the members of the administrative 
staff. The building teachers' association paid the cost 
of this luncheon. This provided the first opportunity for 
the new teachers to meet one another since it was the first 
time they had the opportunity to meet together as a build-
ing unit. 
On the afternoon of the second workshop day, 
returning and new teachers met at the building level in 
their first faculty meeting of the year. All schools of 
the district followed this procedure. 
Again the agenda varied from school to school since 
each principal has been given authority to discuss matters 
that he feels are of paramount importance in his building. 
Items included in the 1958 meeting at La Sierra were the 
following: 
1. Building procedures of importance to all 
teachers were discussed. 
2. Working hours were stipulated. 
3. Procedures for emergency drills--fire as well as 
civil defense--were explained. 
4. Plans for the first day of school including the 
registration of new students, attendance 
accounting, and dismissal time were outlined. 
5. Sponsors for the various clubs were picked at 
this meeting. Teachers were given the 
opportunity to volunteer for the clubs of 
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their choice by listing their. first, second, 
and third choices. The dean of girls, who 
serves as the club program coordinator, 
made the final assignment of club sponsors. 
6. Extra-curricular assignments were also made at 
this meeting. Class sponsors and other 
activity sponsors were named: assembly plan-
ning, variety show assistants, drill team 
sponsors, and girls' athletic association 
advisors. 
7. Bell schedules were explained to all teachers. 
These included the regular day program, the 
short day schedule and the activity day 
proeram. 
8. Good grooming was mentioned in the meeting so 
that new teachers would lmow what type of 
dress was acceptable and encouraged for 
teachers in the building. 
The Parent Teacher Association president at this 
workshop meeting ~1as called upon :for a few words of 111elcome. 
The president of the local teacher association also was 
called upon to give a greeting to the new staff members. 
On the morning of the third day of the teacher pre-
school workshop all teachers met at the building level with 
their department chairmen to discuss items of concern to 
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each member. The following items were discussed in these 
departmental meetings in 1958: 
1~ Lesson plans 
2. Distribution of textbooks 
3. Care of textbooks 
4. Requisitioning of su.pplies and equipment 
5. Use of audio-visual aids 
6. Emergency drills 
7. Grading 
8. Care of rooms 
9. Keeping of records 
During the afternoon. of the third day all teachers 
wore given the opportunity to spend time in getting their 
rooms ready for the start of school. They were permitted 
to requisition necessary supplies, and to pick up keys, 
textbooks, and. any other necessary equipment which were needed 
for the first day. 
All four schoolsin 1958 held some form of social 
function for all· teachers and their families prior to the 
opening of school. Some were picnics while others were 
potluck dinners or buffet dinners. La Sierra staged a 
buffet style dinner at the home of one of its teachers. 
New teachers and their families were invited to be dinner 
guests of the returning teachers. The superintendent of 
schools and assistant superintendents, along with their 
wives, were invited guests at this function so that they 
too could become better acquainted with the new teachers 
and their families. 
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The administration at La Sierra has considered it 
essential that th~;~ orientation program for new teachel'S 
continue after the start of school in tho fall. As a 
result, in 195'8 a series of' six weekly meetings was 
scheduled to discuss certain general topics t.mich were of 
concern to tho now teachers. Certain key administrative 
personnel, in addition to the principal, \>Jere asked to be 
present at each meeting to discuss phases of the total 
educational progx·am. The program for all six meetings was 
given the new teachers at the first meeting. Regardless 
of the topic to be discussed at any given meetlng, the 
new teachers were encouraged to raise· any question which 
was perplexing them since it was considered essential that 
new teachers get i,:nformation and answers to problems of the 
moment. 
At the first meeting the deans discussed in detail 
the handling of discipl.ine referrals, The teachers were 
:reminded o:f the procedure in making referrals to the deans 
ancl of the various al ternati vas which they, the deans, 
could take as a solution to the specific problem. Their 
discussion included possible causes for suspension from 
school, suspension until a parent conforenee was held, 
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:reprimands, assignment of detention, withdrawal f:r-om class 
or reassignment to othe:r· classes as the needs of the 
individual ease seemed to dictate. 
At the second meeting ·the registrar discussed the 
specifies of grading • In tx1is connection the following 
points were oovared1 
l. ):!'actors to be considered in the determination 
of grades. 
2. The difference between citizenship grades and 
academic achievement grades. 
3. Grade distribution cu:rvEis. 
4. Proficiency notices. 
5. Pr·ocedures for report card distribution• 
6. Proper procedures in keeping an accurate grade 
book. 
The chairman of the guidance department, at the 
third meeting, explained the functions of the guidance 
department, including educational, vocational, and personal 
counseling. He described the type of data which the 
counselors had accumulated concerning each student e.nd how 
this information, if properly and conscientiously utilized, 
would beneifi t the teacher in his daily classroom work .• 
Some of the information covered included tho meaning and 
interpretation o:(' intelligence scores, achievement scores, 
reading scores, vocational interest scores, and aptitude 
ecores. 
The librarian at the next rnoeting was asked to 
indicate ways and means in Hhicb she could aid the new 
teacher in plannint: and presenting ce:rtai.n rtlles and regu-
lations of the library as th&y 11ertained to the use of 
this facility by classes. 
The business office manager, at the fifth meeting, 
outlined the functions of the budness office 1rdth parti .. 
cular attention being paid to how certain proced~1res 
affected teachers. Covered in this discussion were the 
following items: 
1. Budget estimates. 
2. Initiating district purchase l'equisitions. 
3. Procedures in receiving supplies. 
4. Student body finances, including procedures ft:fl' 
making cmt requisitions. 
5. Procedures for purchasing by petty cash, student 
body, and district. 
In the nnal meeting the school nurse discussed how 
her office could be of assistance to the members of the 
teaching staff. She explained the screen.ing tests used to 
discover students who have sight and hearing losses. The 
nurse outlined some of the wars the new teacher cot1ld 
provide for these students in the classroom once they had 
been detected. She also explained in detail policies 
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governing student referrals to the nu:rse 1 s office. 
During the :final orientation meeting the new 
teachers were asked to evaluate the program in >vhich they 
had part:l.cipated. They were asked to write answers to the 
following questions; 
1. What is your reaction to the procedures followed 
after you sigr:ed your contract? 
2. Do you. have suggestions for improving this 
phase of the orientation program? 
3. Do you ha,ve any suggestions for improving the 
faculty meeting prior to the opening of school? 
4. Did the administration and returning staff 
members succeed in giving you a feeling of 
ttbelonging" in the pre~sohool aotivitiws? 
5, Are there any suggestions for improving the 
faculty handbook? 
6. Was there any important area omitted which 
should have been discussed in the series of 
meetings held after the start of school? 
7. ivould you suggest :more moet:!.ngs or rawer? 
8. Should the meetings in tho future be scheduled 
weekly or spr0ad over a longer period? 
9. Are there any suggostions for improving each 
meeting? 
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·None of the. district schools except La Sierra 
scheduled the series of six meetings after school started. 
The other schools clid 1 ho'\vever, conduct at least one 
nweting 1t1hich usually came before the end of the ninth 
we®lr j-ust before nrades v.rere di.st:ributcd for the quarter. 
§lammt\l'Y 
Chapter III, Teacher Orientation in the San Juan 
Union High School District, revealed the following 
information: 
1. The San Juan Union High School District is a 
comparatively old school district, having been established 
in 1912. The first high school, San Juan, was ready for 
occupancy in 1914. Between 1912 and 1914 classes met in 
the faeili ties of the F'e.ir Oaks Elementary Sehool. 
2. During the period from 1912 until 1948, growth 
in the San Juan Dlst:rict was minimal. As recent as 1948 
only one school existed with a total enrollment of 969 
students. 
3. Rapid growth in the school dlstriet has been 
experienced since 1950. Bnrollment in the district 
increased from 1;276 students in 1950 to 6,549 in 1958. 
This has been the :result of the heretofore rural commun-
ities being transformed into a populous suburban residential 
area. 
4. The. increase in size of the teaching staff 
reflected the growth pattern of the school district 
between 1949 and 1958. In 1949 there were only 43 
teachers in the district. while in the fall of 1958 the 
number of teachers totaled 293. 
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5. Four high schools now operate within the San 
Juan Union High School District. These are San Juan, El 
Camino, La Sierra, and Encina. Plans call for the 
establishn1ent of two more, Bella Vista and IA.ira Lorna, in 
1960. Estimates indicate that at least a total of twelve, 
and possibly fourteen, hi.gh schools will be needed by 1970 
to accommodate the increasing·student enrollment. 
6. An examination of the existing programs of new 
teacher orientation in the schools of the district revealed 
that two groups, central office staff members and building 
staff members participated in the implementation of the 
program. The central office participation in the new 
teacher orientation program was found to exist in two main 
categories: after the contract was signed and during the 
period before school opened. Each school employed orien-
tation practices within the above-mentioned categories. 
In addition, some schools employed orientation practices 
for the new teachers after the start of school. 
7. La Sierra's program was conducted in three 
phases: (1) immediately after the signing of the contract 
by tho new teach<:.:r, (2) before school opened, and 
(3) after school COl1Jrecnced. 
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8. Practices employed in each of the four schoo1 1 s 
orientation programs for new teachers ,,;ere found to differ 
widely. La Sierra 1 s program vJM found to be mo:re compre-
hensive t:ban others in tho district. 
9. E:ach year efforts are made to refine ta. Sierra 1 s 
orientation program by ha:ving the new teachers, u.pon comple-
tion o:f the pro~:rs.m, evalu.ate and make recommendations for 
possible subsequent improvements. 
CHAPTE:R IV 
EVALUATION OF 'rEI!~ LA SII.rnl:IA FFOGF:AM 
I. I~~RODUCTION 
The questionnaire method was used in evaluating the 
La Sierra High School program of orientation for new 
teachers. Two groups were asked to participate in the 
evaluation: (1) the sixty-one teachers on the staf'f at 
La Sierra who had been through the orientation program from 
1956 through 1958, and (2) principals of fifteen selected 
California high school districts, The teachers scored 
eaeh orientation practice on the basis of having partici-
pated in the program while principals scored eaeh practice 
on the basis of their past experiences with orientation 
programs. 
The survey was limited in participation to the sixty-
one teachers who had participated in the La Sierra High 
School o:rienta.tion program for new teachers and to the 
fourteen school districts listed in Table III, page ~7. 
These :fourteen districts were selected :for the study because 
they had characteristics similar to those of the La Sierra 
High School of the San Juan High School District; 
(1) rapid growth patterns, (2) comparable size, and 
(3) similar organizational framework of grades nine through 
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twelve. In addition, all were union high school districts 
with the exception of two, Alhambra and Modesto.1 The 
four principals in the high schools of the San Juan Union 
High School District were included in the study so that 
they could share in formulating the district program of 
orientation for new teachers. 
~'he superintendent ot: schools of the San Juan Union 
High School District sanctioned and encouraged the 
investigator to make the study. Letters were written by 
the San Juan superintendent to tho superintendents of the 
fo'l.n·teen otho:r selected school districts in which he asked 
their permission for the principals within their districts 
to participate in the study. All superintendents with the 
exception of one granted perrn,i.ssion to use t.heir schools 
in the study. In total, :fourteen districts, including the 
San Juan Union lUgh School District, participated in the 
study. 
The investigator then sent a :form letter which asked 
each principal within the selected school district to 
participate in the study by completing and returning the 
questionnaire \olhich was enclosed with the letter. 
lcalifornia State Department of Education Re~ort on 
Average Daily Attendance and Selected Financial Stat sties 
~ ialifornu School D:l.stri~t}' l-956-57 (Sacramento: Bureau 
01 •ducational Hesearch, 19 8 , p. 2b, 
Organization.and Use of tho questionnaire 
The questionnaire listed all activities included in 
the various phases of the orientation program for new 
teachers at :r.a. Sierra High School: (1) after the contract 
was signed, (2) before school started, and (3) after school 
commenced. Each participant in the study scored each 
practice on the following four.point scale; (1) had much 
value, (2) had some value, (3) had little value, and 
(4) had no value. 'l'he questionnaire as administered is 
found in Appendix c, page 109 1 of the study~ 
Response ~o the Questionnaire 
Completed questionnair·es were received from the 61 
teachers who had been participating in the La Sierra program 
from 1951': through 1958, Likewise, completed questionnaires 
were received from each of the 50 participating school 
principals in the fourteen selected districts. In Table 
III is given a list of participating school districts and 
principals in the survey. 
The data secured from these responses of the teachers 
and principals constitute the basis for evaluation of the 
orientation program for new teachers at La Sierra. The 
remainder.of this chapter is devoted to analyzing and 
comparing the data received from the completed questionnaires. 
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TABLE III 
DISTRICTS AND PRINCIPALS PAPTICIP.ll.'I'!NO AliD qm:STIO:NNAIFES 
































II, RESPONSES OF SIXTY-ONE LA SIF.::!\f\A TEACHERS 
!mediatelY After the Contract 1rlas Signeq 
The 61 sampled teachers indicated thm.t most orien-
tation practices. employed both by the central office staff 
and the local building staff immediately after the contract 
was signed were of considerable value to the new teacher. 
Of the practices conducted in this phase of the program by 
the central office staff, 56 teachers, or 91 per cent of 
those sampled, stated that knowing the :r.eportir.g date for 
duty 'l-Ias of' prime importance. Three more teachers said 
that this practice had some value while only one listed it 
as having little value. One teacher tailed to answer the 
question. Knowing the building assignment within the dis~ 
trict was of almost equal importance to the new teacher. 
Fifty-five teachers scored it as having much valu.e and 6 
said it held some value. Other relatively important 
practices of the district office in the period after the 
contract was signed were the following: salary schedule 
information (54 much value, ( some value, and 1 little 
valu.e); school year calendar ( 51• much value, 5 some value, 
and 2 little value); and credential :filing information 
(51) much value, 8 some value, and 2 little value). The 
letter of welcome from the central office was of value to 
the least number of teachers; 43 listed it as having much 
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value, ll ~!COred the practice as ha.vin.g some value 1 and 1 
indicated it had little value. Six teachers did not answer 
the qt.u'lstic:m .• 
Of the practices e1nployed at the building level after 
the contract was signed, the most significant was that of 
knowing tho specific subject asSignn:,e.nts. Sixty teachers 
said this practice had much value, and 1 held that it had 
some VQlue. Other important building practices during this 
early phase of thEl p:rog:ru were furnishing eoux•se outlines 
(~5 much value and 6 som0 value); supplying names of texts 
(51; much value, ( some value, and 1 no ''alu.e); and sending 
the vlelcome letter by the p:rir,c:tpal (52 mu.ch value, 8 some 
value, and 1 l:l.ttle value). Information '!'.H9l'taining to 
housing concerned most of the sa:mpled teachers; 56 scored 
it as having either mv.ch Value o:r some value. '!he building 
practice of sending copies of the school paper had little 
significance since only 11 teachers said receiVing it had 
much value, 32 said this had some value, while 18 felt 
this had little value. The practice of sending district 
news bulletins indicated reactions as follO'I-IlU 14 much 
value, 37 some value, 7 little value, and 2 no value. 'l'he 
department chairman 1 s letter of welcome had more value tl:ian 
did a fellow teacher's lette:r. A oo:mpbte sul!lll!ary or the 
values assigned by 61 La S3.erra teachers to the orientation 
prac.ticos employed after the eont:ract was signed is found 
in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
VALUES ASSIGNED BY SIXTY-ONE LA SIEF~A HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS TO 
ORIENTATION PRAC'l'ICES EMPLOYE!) AT LA SIERFrA HIGH SCHOOL 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER CfiNTRACT SIGNED 
Orientation 
. Teicher Evalu§.tion 
Much Some Little ·No ~otal Unanswered 
Practices Value Value Value Value Responses 
Letter of welcome from 
central office 43 11 1 0 55 6 
Central office information 
packet to include: 




8 2 0 61 0 
X-ray requirements 9 2 0 60 1 
Reporting date 56 3 1 0 60 1 
School year calendar §t 5 2 0 rl 0 Salary schedule 6 1 0 61 0 
Board policies 44 15 1 1 61 0 
Personnel policies 46 12 0 0 60 1 
Letter of welcome from 
principal 52 8 1 0 61 0 
7-
0 
TABLE IV (continued) 
~~~~-------------~---~---------
Te!icher Evaluation 
Orientation :.rueh Some Little No 
Practices Value Value Value Value 
Information packet from 
building to include: 
Department course offerings 4o 15 2 0 
Copies of school paper 11 32 18 0 
Housing information 31 25 tl· 1 
Su.bjeet assignments 60 1 0 0 
Names of faculty 23 27 8 2 
Pre-school workshop dates 43 18 0 0 
Copies district news 
bulletin 14 37 ~ 2 Invitation to visit classes 24 29 1 
Department chairman welcome 
letter 37 17 7 0 
Department teacher welcome 
letter 23 29 8 1 
Course outlines furnished 55 6 0 0 


















· lmmed:l.ately: Before School OpenEJd 
Most orientation practices employed by the central 
office staff and local building personnel in the period 
immediately before school started were considered valuable 
by the sampled teachers. In the workshop conducted by 
central office personnel for all new teachers, the discussion 
on district policies and procedures had value for the most 
teachers since 50 teachers reported it as having much value, 
10 said it had some value and 1 scored it as having little 
value. The discussion on services of the central office was 
scored by 38 teachers as having much value and by 22 as 
having some value. One teacher failed to answer the qu.es-
tion. The bus tour of the area was considered to have 
value to the least number of teachers as only 4 said it had 
much value, 18 listed it as having some nlue, 30 held 
that it had little value, and 9 reported it had no value. 
·The teachers indicated that the "get ac.quainted 11 social 
sponsored by a community civic group had little value. Only 
7 tsaehers reported that this practice had much value while 
13 said it had some value, 27 scored it as having little 
value, and 14 felt it had no value. 
The most importance practice employed by the building 
personnel in the pre.school workshop was that of discussing 
teacher :responsibilities and duties. Sixty teachers scored 
this as having much value, and 1 said it had some value. 
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Teaqhers also thought that the discussion on discipline 
philosophy was important since 57 said this had much value, 
a.nd 4 said 1 t had some value. Other rela.ti vely important 
practices were the following: discussion. of working hours 
( 5'2 much value and 9 some value) ; 1ntroduction of building 
administrative personnel (50 much value and 11 some value); 
departmental meetings (5'1 much valu.e and 10 some value); 
discussion of building procedures (52 much value, 7 some 
value, and 2 little value); and the discussion of grading 
philosophy (49 much value, 11 some value, and 1 little 
value). The sampled teachers scored the discussions on 
student government and the club program as having relatively 
little value. Twenty-three said the student government 
discussion had much value, 27 said it had some value, and 9 
said it had little value. On the club program discussion 17 
said this practice had much value, 32 said some value, 10 
said little value, and 2 said no value. Very few thought 
that the welcome by the Parent Teacher Association president 
held much significance since 12 said it had much value, '::!? 
scored it as having some value, 21 said it had little value, 
and 1 said it had no value. A compilation of the values 
assigned by 61 La Sierra teachers to the orientation prac• 
tices employed immediately before school started is found 
in Table v. 
TABLE V 
VALUf;;S ASSIGNED BY SIXTY-ONE I.A. SIB'RFA HIGfi SCHOOL Tl!:ACHEBS TO 
ORIE...l'?TATIOJ'i PEACTICES EMPLOYED AT LA SIEERA EIGE SCHOOL 
IMJ.mDIATELY BEFOPF. SCHOOL OPENED 
Orientation 
Teach2r EvilUition 
Much Some · Little No Total Unanswered 
Practices Value Value Value Value Responses 
District workshop covering; 
Introduction of district staff 18 36 4 0 58 3 
Philosophy of district 42 13 1 0 56 5 
District policies and 
procedures 50 10 1 0 61 0 
Central office services 38 22 0 0 60 1 
Btts tour of community 4 18 30 9 61 0 
»Get Acquainted" social by 
civic group 7 13 27 14 6l 0 
Building workshop for new 
teachers covering: 
Introduction of building 
administration 50 11 0 0 61 0 
History of school 17 i~ 7 0 61 0 Administrator responsibilities 41 2 0 61 0 
Teacher responsibilities · 60 l 0 0 61 0 
Building procedures 52 7 2 0 61 0 
Grading philosophy 49 ll 1 0 61 c 
Discipline philosophy 57 t. 0 0 61 0 
Classroom control techniques 41 19 1 0 61 0 
0'\ 
-!"' 
TABLE V (continued} 
Teacher Evaluation 
Orientation r~uch Some Uttle No Total Unanswered 
1-'ractices Value Value Value Value Responses 
Methods of teacher evaluation 1;5 13 3 0 61 0 
Student government 23 2'7 10 0 60 1 
Student activity program 30 22 9 0 61 0 
Workshop for all teachers 
covering: 
Introduction of total staff 29 20 2 0 51 10 
Welcome from PTA president 12 2'7 21 1 61 0 
Building procedures in t,, handbook 13 3 0 61 0 
Bell schedules tr-B 9 3 0 60 1 
Working hours 52 9 0 0 61 0 
Emergency drills 1+6 12 2 1 61 0 
First day plans 5C '7 3 0 60 1 
CJ.ub program 17 32 10 2 H 0 
Extra-curricular assignments 41 19 l 0 61 0 
Good grooming 3'7 21 3 0 61 0 
Luncheon for ne>l teachers 4o 19 2 0 1)1 0 
Departmental meeting 51 10 0 0 61 0 
Evening "social" for new 
3'-~ teachers 24 <. 0 fl 0 J 
Returning teachers serve as 
"buddies" 34 23 4 0 61 0 
Tour of plant 34 26 l 0 f1 0 
o-· 
"' 
A[ter School Commence~ 
The sampled teachers held, on the most part, tbat the 
six meetings after school opened were valuable. The meeting 
at which the. specifies of discipline 1.<rere discussed was most 
valuable as 50 teachers said it had much value, 10 said it 
had some value, and l claimed it had no value. Of next 
importance was tho meeting at 'l<lhich · grad.ing was discussed. 
Forty-nine reported it as having much value, 10 said it had 
some value, and 2 indicated it had little value. The oppor-
tunity of meeting parents of their students held value for 
the least number of teachers as 41 said this had much 
value, 17 said it had some value, and 3 said it had little 
" 
value. A summary of the values assigned by 61 La Sierra 
teachers to the orientation practices employed after school 
commenced is presented in 'Table VI. 
III, RESPONSES OF FIF'TY PRINCIPALS IN SJi:LECTED DISTRICTS 
Immediately After the Contract Was S1gne2 
The principals of the selected districts indicated 
that most orientation practices employed :!.llll!lediately after 
the contract was signed were of considerable value to the 
new teacher. Of the practices conducted in. th:i.s phase of 
the program by the central office starr, 47 of 50 princjpals 
sa:fid informing the new teacher of his reporting date for 
duty was of utmost importance. Three said that this 
'rABLl:~ VI 
VALUES ASSIGNED BY SIXTY'-O~lE LA Slil'!BRA HIGH SCEOOL ':l'EAClH<:RS '1'0 
ORIENTATION PHACTICF..S EMPLOYED AT LA SIERRA HIGH SCHOOL 




Mucn ___ soine :tittle No Total Unanswered 
Value Value Value Value Responses 
Six weekly meetings to discuss 
1. Discipline 50 10 1 0 61 0 
2~ Grading ~9 10 2 0 61 0 
3 ~ Guidance program 43 15 2 0 60 1 
4. Library services_ 4o 20 1 0 61 0 
5. Business procedures · 35 25 1 0 61 0 
6. Services of nurse's 
office 38 23 0 0 f1 0 
Opportunity to meet parents 




practice had some value. Next in importance according to 
the principals was the practice of furnishing the new 
teacher with credential filing information. Forty-six said 
this had much value and 4 stated it had some va,lue • The 
principals indicated that the following practices of the 
central office staff were relatively important: info:rma-
t.ion on x-ray requirements (43 much value, 6 some value, 
and 1 unanswered); and salary schedule (40 much value, 9. 
some value, and 1 unanswered). Practices having value to 
the least number were providing board policies (33 much 
value, 12 some value, 2 little val1..1e, l no value, and 2 
unanswered); and providing the school calendar (39 much 
value, 7 some value, 3 little value, and 1 ~nanswered). 
Supplying the pre-school workshop dates and specific 
subject assignments were two o:f the moo;t significant 
practices employed at the building level, said the princi-
pals, during the period following the contract signing. 
Forty .. nine reported that S\.lpplying the pre-school workshop 
dates had much value while only 1 indicated that this 
practice had little value. Supplying specific subject 
assignments was scored by 47 as having much value, by 2 
as having some valu.e and by 1 as having little value. The 
principals reported the following pract1ces as having 
relatively high value: names of texts supplied (46 much 
value, 2 some value, and 2 little value); course outlines 
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furnished (ltl.1 much value, 4 some value, l little value, a.nd 
l unanswered); welcome letter from principal (42 much 
value, 6 some value, 1 little value, and l unanswered) .• 
~.'hree practices employed at this time were consid .. 
ered by the principals to bold little value. These were 
furnishing copies of the school paper (8 much value, 27 
some value, 13 little value, 1 no value, and 1 unanswered); 
sending copies of the district news bulletin (8 much value, 
30 some value, 9 little value, and 3 unanswered); and 
furnishing the names of staff members (11 much value, 23 
some value, 10 little value, 3 no value, and 3 unanswered). 
The principals indicated that they were of the opinion that 
the welcome letter from the department chairman had more 
valu$ than the letter from a fellow teacher. A complete 
tabulation of the values assigned by the principals to the 
orientation practices employed during the early phase of the 
program is presented in Table VII. 
lmme4iately B§fOre Scho9~ Onen~d 
Most orientation practices employed by the central 
office staff and local building personnel in the period 
immediately before school opened were considered valuable by 
the sampled principals. In the workshop conducted by central 
office personnel. for all new teachers; the discussion on 
the philosophy of the district was considered most valuable 
TABLE VII 
VALUES ASSIGNED BY FIFTY Al)MHrlS'!FATOES OF SELECTED DISTRICTS TO 
ORIENTATIO!t PRACTICES EMPLOYED AT LA SIEFllA HIGH SCHOOL 





Letter of welcome from central. 
office 
Central office information 
packet to include: 
Building assignment 
Credential filing information 
X-ray requirements 
Date to report for duty 




Letter of welcome from 
principal 
T!~JtChm"~_EY.aluation 
Mueh Some Little No-- Total Unanswered 
Value Value Value Value Responses 
37 13 0 0 50 0 
34 42 
' 
1 0 8 
46 0 0 
'~ 
0 
43 6 0 0 1 
4-7 3 0 0 
,(!1 
0 
~z 7 3 0 9 1 9 0 0 49 1 
33 12 2 1 48 2 
38 9 1 0 48 2 
42 6 1 0 49 1 
"' 0 
TABLE VII {contil:rued) 
Orientation 
T~~cher E~iluation 
Much ·Soma Little No Total Unanswered 
Practices Value Value Value Value Fesponse.s 
Information packet from build-
ing to include; 
2€· 42 8 Department course offerings 12 3 1 
Copies of school papers 8 2'7 13 1 49 1 
Housing information 25 19 'l 0 47 3 ... 
Subject assignments 47 2 l 0 ~ 0 Names of faculty ll 23 10 3 3 
Pre-school workshop dates 49 0 l 0 ~ 0 Copies district news bulletin 8 30 ' 0 3 Invitation to visit classes 19 22 3 48 2 Department chairman welcome letter 27 18 3 0 48 2 
Department teacher welcome 
48 letter 18 18 10 2 2 
Course outlines furnished 41+ 4 1 0 49 l. 
Names of texts used Itt:, 2 2 0 ;o c 
;::! 
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since 38 principals said it had much value, 10 said it had 
some value, 1 held it had little value, and only 1 said it 
had no value. Other practices considered Nllatively impor-
tant we:re the <:liscussions on district policies and pro-
cedures (34. m\lch value, 13 some value, 2 1i ttle value, and 
1 no value); and services of the dlst:rict office personnel 
(34 much value, 13 some value, 2 little value, and 1 no 
value). Practices scored as having value to the least 
number were the bus tour of the community (12 much value, 
24 some value, 13 little value, and 1 unanswered); and 
the 11 get acquainted" social by a local civic group (11 much 
value, 24· some val.ue, 11 little val.ue, 2 n.o value, and 2 
unanswered). 
The prin.cipals thought that the most important 
practice employed by the building personnel in the pre-
school vrorkshop was the de:pa.:rtmental meeting. Forty .. nine 
said this practice had mu.ch value and l said 1 t had some 
value. Other practices considered relatively important 
were the following; discussions on discipline (47 much 
ve.lue and 3 some value); tee.cher responsibilities (4(1 much 
value and 4 some value); gr.ading (42 much value, 7 some 
value, and 1 little value); building procedures (41 much 
value and 9 some value); and i'irst day plans (46 much 
value, 2 some value, l no value, and l unanswered). Forty 
principals indicated that the luncheon for new teachers had 
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much value, 8 said it had some value, 1 said it had little 
value, and .1 left the question unanswered. The principals 
scored the following practices as having the least signi• 
ficance: introduction of total staff (28 much value, 8 
some value, lr little value, and 10 unanswered); discussion 
of club program (20 much value, 19 some value, 9 little 
value, 1 no value, and 1 unanswered); and tho discussion 
concerning grooming (22 much value, 13 some value, 12 
little value, 2 no value, and 1 unanswered). In Table VIII 
is presented a complete tabulation of values assigned by 
tho principals to the orientation practices employed during 
the period immediately before schOol opened. 
~fter School Cowmencea 
The principals considered almost equally important 
each of the orientation practices employed after school 
commenced. Forty-six indicated the meeting on discipline 
had much value, 3 said it had some value and 1 did not 
answer the question. Of the 50 principals 47 said the 
meeting on guidance had much value, 1 said it had some 
value, 1 indicated it had little value, and 1 lett the 
question unanswered. Other practices which rated almost 
equally as high were the meetings on grading (4f much value, 
2 some value, 1 little value, and l unanswered); and 
services of the nurse's office (4·2 much value, ; some value, 
2 1i ttle value, and l unanswered). No practice was 
TABLE VIII 
VALUES ASSIGNED BY FIFTY ADMINIS'1'1!ATCFS OF SELECT:® DIS'l':RICTS TO 
OBIENTATION PRACTICES EMPLOYED AT I,A S!EFJtA HIGH SCHOOL 
IMl>UIDIATELY BEFOBE SCHOOL OPmTED 
Orientation MUch 
Teasmer EviJ.uJ!tion . ···-
Some Little No Total Unanswered 
Practices Value Value Value Value Respor,ses 
District workshop covering: 
25 16 44 Introduction of district staff 3 0 f, 
Philosophy of distri.ct 38 10 1 1 50 0 
District policies and 
34 50 procedures 13 2 1 0 
Central office services 34 1~ 2 1 '~ 
0 
Bus tour of cowmuni ty 12 2 l3 0 1 
"Get acquainted" social by civic 
24 48 group ll 11 2 2 
Building workshop fot> new teach-
ers covering: 
Introduction of building 
43 6 49 administration 0 0 1 
History of school 22 22 ; 0 lt9 l 
.Admini stl a toJ:> re sponsibil1 ties ~f 15 0 0 50 0 Building proceduros 
' 0 0 50 0 Teacher responsibilities 46 0 0 50 0 Grading philosophy lt2 7 1 0 50 C< Discipline philosophy 47 3 0 0 $0 0 
)t 
'fABLE VIII (continued) 
Orientation 
T~&£ber EvalYition 
Much Some Little No Total 
Practices Value Value Value Value Responses -
Classroom control techniques 3? 10 2. 1 50 
Methods of teacher evaluation 112 6 2 0 50 
Student government 22 23 4 0 49 
Student activitY program 24. 24 2 0 50 
Workshop for all teachers 
covering: 
Introduction of total staff 28 8 4 0 4o 
Welcome from PTA president 19 23 7 0 119 
Building procedures in handbook38 7 3 1 lt9 
Bell schedules 41 5 2 1 49 
Working hours 4o 6 2 1 49 
Emergency drills ~g 14 l 1 49 First day plans 2 0 1 49 
Club program 20 19 9 1 49 
Extra-curricular ass.ignments 33 13 1 2 49 
Good grooming 22 13 12 2 49 
Luncheon for new teachers 4o 8 l 0 t;9 
Departmental meeting 49 1 0 0 50 
Eveninl "social" for new 
24 47 teae ers 21 2 0 
.F.eturrdng; teachers serve as 
36 1 lt8 "buddief' 11 0 
























considered insignificant as such. The practice of providing 
an opportunity to meet the parents early in the year 
received less favorable responses as 33 said it had much 
value, 11 said it had some value, 2 declared it had little 
value, and 4 did not answer the question. In Table IX is 
presented the principals' responses to aU ot•ientation 
practices employed after school commenced. 
IV. C0~4PABATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 
Ji.'VAL!JATION DATA 
ImmediatelY after the contragt was signed. In this 
phase of the program there '1-ras no absolute agreement between 
the sampled group of teachers and principals on the impor-
tance of all orientation practices employed. The teacher 
and administrator group did agree that the central office's 
notifying the new teacher of the date for his reporting for 
duty was of prime importance. Of the H teachers, 56 said 
this had much value; and of the 50 principals, 47 scored it 
likewise. 
The teachers scored the following practices of the 
district offioe as having relatively high value in this 
phase of the orientation program: knowing the building 
assignment, having the salary schedule information, knowing 
thE~ school year calendar, and receiving credential filing 
information. The sampled administrators attached relatively 
TABLE IX 
VALu"ES ASSIGNED BY FIFTY ADMINISTP<A'l'ORS OF SELECTED DISTRICTS TO 
ORIEN'l'AnON PRACTICES g!>!PLOYED AT LA SIERRA HIGH SCHOOL 
AFTER sCHOOL COMMENCED 
Orientation 
Practices 




3. GUidance program 
4. Library services 
5. Business procedures 
6. Services of nurse's 
office 
Opportunity to meet parents 
early in year 
.. Tea¢her Evalugtion 
Much Some · Little No Total Unanswered 
Value Value Value Value Responses 
46 3 0 0 ~9 1 
46 2 1 0 49 1 
47 1 1 0 4·9 l 
39 9 l 0 49 l 
36 10 3 c 49 l 
42 5 2 0 1!9 1 




high value to the following district orientation practices 
employed during this early phase of the program: furnishing 
credential filing information, giving ir1formation on :x-ray 
requirements, and providing the salary schedule. 
The teachers felt the least valuable practice of the 
district office in this phase of the program was sending a 
welcome lctte.r, whereas the principals indicated the prac• 
tices of providing board policies and the school year 
calendar were of least significance. 
Both sampled groups agreed that the building level 
orientation practice of informing the new teacher of his 
specific subject assignments was important since 60 of 61 
teachers said this practice had much value and 47 of 50 
principals indicated likewise. The principals, in addition, 
held that of equal importance was the building practice of 
supplying the new teacher with pre•school workshop dates. 
Both sampled groups held that the following building 
orientation practices held relatively high value: furnish· 
ing course outlines, supplying names of texts, and sending 
welcome letter from the principal. The teachers and 
principals agreed that the departmental chairman 1 s '<Tel come 
letter had more value to the new teacher than one from a 
fellow teacher • The groups agreed that the two practices 
having the least value were sending copies of ~he school 
newspaper and district news bulletin. The administrators 
also said that the practice of sending the names of the 
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total staff to the new teacher had little value. 
Immediately :befor£1 sehoo;t. opengd. Although there was 
not absolute agreement between the sampled groups on the 
values of the orientation practices conducted during this 
phase of the program, there was a fairly high correlation. 
Of the central office practices employed the teacher group 
scored the discu.ssion on district policies and procedures 
and services of the dist:t>ict office as having tho most value. 
The principals indicated the same, but added another prac .. 
tice as having significance at this time: the discussion on 
philosophy of the district. 
Both groups agreed that two practices held little 
value to the new teacher. These were the bus tour of the 
community and the ••get acquainted" social sponsored by a 
civic group. 
The teachers thought the most va1t1able practice 
employed at the building level in the Pl'Eh•SChool workshop 
was the discussion on teacher responsibilities and duties. 
They considered almost ~qually important the discussion on 
discipline philosophy. The teachers evaluated the following 
practices as rather important; discussion of working hours, 
introduction of building administrative staff, departmental 
meetings, discussion of building procedures, and the dis· 
eussion of grading philosophy. The sampled principals 
scored the departmental meeting as having the most value in 
the pre-school workshop but they also attached :rather high 
value to the following practices: discussions on discip-
line, teacher responsibilities, grading, building pro-· 
cedures, and first day plans. 
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Both sampled groups agreed that the discussion on the 
school club program held littl.e value. In addition.,.· the 
teachers felt that the following two practices had little 
value: discussion of student government; and the welcome 
by tho Parent Teacher Association president. The principals 
contended that the practices of introducing the total staff 
and discussing grooming were of little value. 
After school gowmenged. Both the teachers and 
principals were in agreement that all orientation practices 
employed at the building level after school commenced were 
valuable. Each sampled group indicated that the meeting on 
discipline was perhaps the most significant to new teachers. 
Responses from both groups showed that they valued highly 
the meet.ings at which were discussed grading, guidance, 
library services, and services of the nurse's office. 
No practice during this phase of the program was 
considered insignificant as such. If one practice was 
singled out, it would be that of providing the opportunity 
for meeting parents early in the year. Forty-one of 61 
teachers said this had much value and 33 of 50 principals 
scored it similarly. 
V. SUGC!ESTIONS OF LA SIEFBi~ TFJl.CHERS A~JD PRINCIPALS OJ<' 
SELECT® SCHOOL DISTHICTS F'Ol:i IMPF..OVEMEl'lT 
OF 'JHE LA SiriiF!EA PROGRAM 
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Both sampled groups, the teachers and principals, 
were aslted to make comments and suggestions for improvement 
of the I,a Sierra program of orientation when they were 
completing the evaluation questionnaire. These suggestions 
111ere received concerning the practice~;~ employed during the 
various phases of the program. 
;mme~iate~~ after the contraqt was signed. Teachers 
suggested that every effort be made on the part of the 
district to display personableness in eaeh contact so that 
the new teacher would acquire as soon as possible a fE>eling 
of ubelonging." This group indicated that housing informa-
tion should be supplied by tho central office. The sampled 
administrators made thesE> pertinent comments concerning the 
services of the central office during the early phase of 
the program• provide housing information and provide more 
information concerning the services of the central office. 
Of the building responsibilities' performed during 
this phase of the program., both groups commented that more 
housing information should be given. 
The teacher group again urged that a feeling of 
warmth permeate every practice employed. The administrator 
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group suggested that letters of welcome be limited. 
Immediate;}.x before sgj:lpoJ. opened. Pertinent sugges-
tions made by the teacher group for improving the practices 
employed by the central office during this phase of the 
program were (1) to provide cost of living index for the 
area, and (2) to help to organize a. better "get acquainted" 
social. Principals mentioned that care should be taken to 
avoid giving too much information during any one meeting. 
Several. of them suggested that the district o:ffioe arrange 
a series of meetings after school commenced to alleviate 
this problem. 
Teachers made the following suggestions concerning 
the pre-school workshop conducted at the build.ing level: 
(l) hold more meetings since too much was crammed into the 
two regularly scheduled meetings, (2} discuss the teachers' 
retirement system, and (3) provide more time for depart-
mental meetings. The principals suggested that more informs.• 
tion be given about the guidance program. Two also 
suggested having student body officers explain the frame ... 
work of student government. 
After Ji.9!1..!tQl. commenced • Several teachers commented 
that meetings should be scheduled with new teachers as the 
needs presented themselves rather than arranging for a 
series of six meetings. The following ideas were 
promulgated by the principals: (1) discuss future faculty 
meetings, (2) hold more departmental meetings, and 
(3) provide released time :for ne'l-r teachers to visit 
"master" teachers • 
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In Table X is presented the complete list of 
suggestions and comments for improvement of the La Sierra 
program which the teachers and principals made. The number 
in parentheses following each practice indicates the 
·number of times the particular comment was made. 
;>wnmH:Y 
l:)alient points concerning tho. evaluation of the La 
Sierra High School program of orientation :for new teachers 
are presented in the following summary: 
1. Two groups, ~·1 La Sierra teachers who had been 
through the orientation progra~ for new teachers at La 
Sierra and 50 principals of selected school districts in 
California, evaluated by means of a questionnaire each 
praetice employed in the La. Sierra orientation program. 
2. Each practice employed by the central office and 
local building during all phases of the program--immediately 
after the contract was signed, immediately before school 
opened, and after school coinmenced-·was rated by each 
participant on a fou:r. point scale: (1) had much value, 
(2) had some value, (3) had little value, and (4) had no 
value. 
TABLe: X 
SUGGESTIONS BY SIXTY-ONE LA SIF..:F.RA TIIGE SCHOOl· TEACHERS AND FIF'TY 
r'\DiiHITS'I'HATO:RS OF SELECTED DI STHCTS FOE D4PPOVENEl'iT 
I. Immediately After the 
Contract was Signed 




OF THE LA SIEEBA PROGRJIM 
Teachers 
1. Provide more personal 1 • 
contact. {3) 
Administrators 
Give more information 
about district 
services. (4) 2. Give number of periods 
to be taught. (2) 
3. Furnish housing infor-
2. Provide housing inf'orma-
tion. (4) 
mation. (4) 3. 
4. Furnish map of 
area. (l) 
1. Send along personnel 1. 
policies. (3) 
2. Provide more personal 2. 
contact. (3) 
3. Make course outlines 3. 
more specific. (3) 
4. 4. Give more housing in-
:formation., (4) 
Keep material limited to 
essential items; too 
much only confuses. (3) 
Do not overdo letters of 
welcome.. (1) 
Provide f'aeulty handbook 
early. (3) 
Furnish student hand• 
book. {3) 
Provide more help in 
securing housing • ( 5) 
~ 




Bui~dinf respon ... 
s bil ty 
TABLE X (continued) 
Teachers 
1. Discuss cost of. liv- l. 
ing index for the 
area. (2) 
2. Help organize a better 
social by civic 
organizations. (1) 
3. Arrange for mobile x-ray 
unit to visit the 
district. (2) 
Administrators 
Avoid cramming too much 
into first meeting; 
monthly meetings perhaps 
would be better. (3) 
1., Avoid covering too many 1 .• Rav;;o stt1dent officers dis-
areas in the pre- cuss student govern-: 
school meetings; ment. {2) 
more meetings should 2. Provide mo:re information 
be held, spaced about guidance pro-
throughout the first gram. (3) 
months of sehool.. 3 .. !horeu.ghly discuss admin-
2. Provide more time for istrative procedures. 
meetings with depart. (l) 
mental chairmen. (3) 
3. Discuss teachers• re .. 
tirement system. (1) 
co 
VI 
TABLE X (continued) 
Teachers 
I II. After School Commenced 
Buildi~ responsibility 1. r~rents should be met 
later in year after 
the teacher is 
better acquainted 
with his students. 
(2) 
2. Meetings should be 
scheduled as the 
need is present 





1. Discuss future faeul.ty 
meetings .. {1) 
2. Keep meetings simple. (4) 
3. rut pictures of new 
teachers in faculty 
room (l) 
4. Hold JOO!'e de~tmental 
meetings. (4) 
5. Provide released time 
so that new teachers 





3. The san1pled teachers attached most significance 
to the follow.ing practices in the phase of the orientation 
program immediately after the contract was signed s 
(1) knowing the reporting date for duty, (2) ¥.nowing the 
building assignment~ (3) learning the specific subject 
assignments, (lf) receiving course outlines, (5) knot.r:i.ng 
names of texts, and (6) receiving the letter of welcome from 
the principal. 
4. ~'he teachers attached least significance to the 
following practices employed immediately after the contract 
was signed: (1) receiving copies of school newspaper and 
district news bulletin, and (2) receiving the letter o:f 
welcome from the central office. 
5. During the phase of the program immediately 
before school opened the teachers attached much value to 
the following practices: (l) learning of district policies 
and procedures, (2) learning of the responsibilities of the 
teacher, (3) becoming acquainted with the discipline 
philosophy 1 and (l1) learning of tho grading philosophy. 
6. Teachers attached least significance to the 
following practices employed immediately before school 
opened: (l) guided bus tour of the community, (2) the 
11get acquainted" social sponsored by a local ciVicc group, 
(3) the discussion on student government,. (4) the discussion 
on the club program, and (5) the welcome by the Parent 
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Teacher Association president.. 
7. The sampled teachers attached much value to the 
tollcl\ving practices employed a:rter school commenced 1 
(l) discussion of discipline and (2) the discussion of 
grading. 
8. The teachers held that the least significant 
practice mnployed after school commenced was that of pro-
viding the opportunity of meeting parents early in the year. 
9• f'articipating principals in the study indicated 
that the most significant orientation practices employed 
immediately after the contract signing wore the folloWing: 
(l) informing the new teacher of his reporting date for 
duty, (2) furnishing credential filing information, 
(3) supplying x-ray information, (lt·) providing th~ salary 
schedule, and (5) supplying the specific subject assignments. 
10. During the same phase the principals thought 
the least sigxiificant practices were; (1) sending copies 
of the school paper and district news bulletins~ (2) furnish• 
ing · na.mes of the total staff, (3) providing board policies, 
and (4) providing the school calendar. 
11. It was the consensus of the principals that the 
following practices held high value during the period 
immediately before school opened: (l) discussion of district 
philosophy, (2) departmental meetings, (3) discussion of 
discipline, and (l;-) discussion on district policies and 
procedutes. 
12. According to the pJ:'incipa.la the least signi-
ficant practices during this phase of the program were: 
( 1) the gu.ided. bus tour, ( 2) the '"get acquainted u social 
sponsored .by a civic group, (3) the introduction or, the 
total staff, (4) the discussion of the club program, m1d 
(5) the remarks concerning grooming. 
13. T,he principals considered that the following 
;; practices employed after school comlllenced had much value: 
{l) the meeting on discipline, (2) the discuuion concerning 
grading, and (3) the discussion on guidance. 
14. During the phase of the pl'ogram after school 
commenced the principals attached least significance to 
the practice of pt'oViding the opportt:~nity of meeting parents 
early :l:n the school year. 
15. In the suggestions o:r the teachers and adminis-
trators for improvement in the program, two ideas were 
significant: provide more data. on h0u.sing and avoid 
presenting too much detailed information to the teachers at 
any one time. 
CHAPTER V 
S'!JMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND Rl~COMMENDATIONS 
I. SUMMABY 
Rapid growth has been experienced by the San Juan 
Union High School Distt·ict during .the past nine years 
which has made it necessary to establish three new high 
schools within this period. As a result, many new 
teachers have been added to the staff. Under these circum-
stances it became apparent that a sotmd program of 
orientation for new teachers should be developed for use 
within the schools of the district. 
The purposes of the study were as followss 
1. To review the literature to ascertain objectives, 
practices, and procedures used in effective 
orientati.on progrps for new teachers, 
particularly in fast growing large high 
schools. 
2. To secure evaluations of the La Sierra High 
School orientation practices from the teachers, 
who, during the past three year period, were 
oriented as new teachers at La Sierra. 
3. To secure from the principals in selected com" 
parabla high school districts by means of a 
questionnaire evaluations of the orientation 
program practices in effect at I,a Sierra High 
School 9 one of the schools of the San Juan 
Union High School District. 
lt-. To make recommendations for such changes and 
improvements in the program at La Sierra High 
School which would render it suitable for 
district-wide use in the other schools. 
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The literature revealed that orientation programs 
for new teachers are needed especially today because of the 
rapid growth being experienced in most school districts. 
Most sources indicated that tha ultimate goal of every 
sound orientation program was the improvement of instruc-
tion within the classroom. 
F. M. Lawson pointed out that to be effective an 
orlentation program must be timely, purposeful, authOrita .. 
tive 9 and comprehensive. 
From the matorial :reviewed it was determined that the 
new teacher desired information about the community, about 
the school itself, about the teaching position, and personal 
information which ~rould ease his adjustment in his new 
position. It was found that the new teacher wished certain 
information before he signed his contract, other informa-
tion after he signed his contract but before school opened, 
and still other ·information after he reported for duty. 
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It alao was determined that effective orientation is 
a continuing process fl•om the time of contract signing until 
the now teacher has become thoroughly adjusted to his new 
teaching situation. 
The questionnaire method was used in evaluating the 
practices employed in the La Sierra High School program of 
orientation for new teachers. Two groups, sixty.one La 
Sierra teachers who had participated in the La Sierra Bigh 
School orientation program, and fifty principals of 
selected school districts in California were asked to 
evaluate each practice employed, using a four point scale: 
(l) had much value, (2) had some value, (3) had little 
value, and (4) had no value. Responses to the questionnaire 
from the sampled teachers and principals revealed the 
thinking of these two groups concerning the effectiveness 
of each practice employed in. the program at La Sierra High 
School. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
Certain specific conclusions concerning orientation 
practices employed at La Sierra High School can be drawn as 
a result of the study, among which are the following: 
1. By and large, the sampled group or sixty-one 
teachers and fifty principals were in agreement, as ev.i .. 
deneed by their responses, that the program of orientation 
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for new teachers at La Sierra High School is a comprehensive 
program. This conclusion was also substantiated by the 
literature on orientation programs. 
2. Tbe san:pled groups were in general agreement on 
the most significant practices employed during each phase 
of the program o:f orientation for new teachers at La Sierra 
High School. 'Ihese practices were (1) knowing the reporting 
date for duty, (2) knowing the building assignment, (3) learn-
ing district policies and. procedures, (l1) learning the 
responsibilities of a teacher, (~) knowing the discipline 
philosophy, (6) knowing the specific subject assignment, 
and (7) having departmental meetings. 
3. Both sampled groups believed that most practices 
employed in the program of orientation for new teachers at 
La Sierra High School had value in varying degrees from much 
to some. 
4. The sampled teachers and principals indicated that 
certain practices held little value and that their eliminta• 
tion would not materially detract from the program as 
practiced. Practices in this category were the following: 
(l) sending copies of the school newspaper and district news 
bulletin, (2) taking the guided bus tour of the community, 
(3) attending the "get acquainted" social sponsored by a 
civic g:roup, (4) discussing the club program, and (5} having 
the opportunity of meeting parents early in the school year. 
5. Suggestions were made by both sampled groups, 
the teachers and frincipals, for the improvement of the La 
Sierra High School program of orientation for new teachers 
in each of its three phases. From these suggestions two 
ideas were particularly evident: both groups indicated that 
.more information concerning housing should be provided the 
new teacher, and care should be exerted not to supply too 
much information to the new teacher group at any one 
meeting. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the data presented as a result of the study 
certain recommendations are made concerning the orientation 
practices currently employed in the San Juan Union High 
School District. Recommendations are made concerning 
centraloffice practices and building practices. I't is 
anticipated that the recommendations as set forth will be-
come the framework of a program of orientation for new 
teachers within the schools of the San Juan Union High 
School District. Finally, a recommendation is made for 
subsequent evaluation and improvement of the orientation 
program. 
Central Office Practices 
1. It is recommended that the central office 
personnel continue to participate in two phases of the 
orientation program: after the contract is signed and 
before school opens. There needs to be a continued joint 
planning :relationship between the building personnel and 
district personnel on all phases of th.e program. 
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2. It is recommended that the practice of sending a 
welcome letter from the central office be continued for one 
more year. During this time further study should be made 
to determine its effectiveness. If the teachers still feel 
that it has little value, the practice should be dis-
continued. 
3. In the opinion of the investigator, the practice 
of providing board policies to the new teacher should be 
retained pending further study. However, if the majority 
of new teachers still feel after another year that this 
practice holds little value, it should then be d:i.scontinued. 
4. The guided bus tour should be retained for one 
more year. At that time the value of th:l s practice should 
be reassessed by the teachers and, if the same opinion 
exists, the practice should be dr.opped from the orientation 
p:rogram. 
5. It is recommended that there be joint planning by 
the school district and the sponsoring civic organizations 
for the "get acquainted tt social. Unless there is joint 
planning, the activity should be discontinued. 
6. It is recommended that the central office provide 
more assistance to tho new teacher in securing housing when 
he arrives in the community. 
~ilding Pr1ct~ 
1. It is recommended that the orientation program 
continue to be organized in three phases: (1) after the 
contract is signed, (2) before school opens, and (3) after 
school commences. Tne literature substantiates the fact 
that this organizational sequence is good. 
2. It is recommended that the practice of' sending 
the school newspaper and district news bulletin be 
continued at least for one more year pending further 
analysis of teacher reactions toward the practice .• 
3. It is recommended that additional assistance be 
provided at the building 1 evel in securing housing for the 
new teachers. 
4. It is recommended that the practice of having 
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the Parent Teacher Association president .welcome the new 
teachers be discontinued in view of.' the fact that both 
sampled groups indicated that all non-essentials be elimina-
ted from the pre-school induction workshop. 
5. Since the discussion on student government is 
not pertinent to the opening of school, it is recommended 
that this discussion be deferred from the pre-school work-
shop to one of the meetings after school commences. 
6. It is recommended that the discussion on good 
grooming be retained as a topic on the agenda of the 
pre-school workshop. There was divided opinion concerning 
the value of this practice; the teachers felt it had some 
value and the principals indicated it has littlo value. 
Under these circumstances, it is the opinion of the 
investigator that the practice should be retained. 
7. It is recom!nended that the new teachers be able 
to meet with their department chairman sooner than on the 
morning of the third day of the pre-school workshop. 
8. It is recommended that the number of weekly 
orientation m.oetings scheduled after school collll'!lances be 
increased from six to eight. '!'wo of the eight meetings 
should be scheduled with the department chairman to answer 
any urgent problems that the new teacher may have. 
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9. It is reeommended that the orientation practices 
employed by the eentral office and l.a Sierra lligh School, 
as outlined in Chapter III of tho study, with the above 
recommendations as modifications be adopted as the San Juan 
Union High School District program of orientation for new 
teachers. 
Subsequent Evaluation 
It is recollll'!lended that a district orientation coor-
dinating collll'!littee be established whose purposes would be 
to evaluate yearly the orientation practices employed and 
to make suggestions for improvement in the district program 
of orientation for new teachers. The membership of the 
committee should include two teachers, one new .and one 
retu\!'ning, from each building plus a. central staff repre-
sentative and an administrator from each school. .An 
cf.:f'ective program of orientation should meet the 
particular needs of the individuals it serves; as a conse-
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APPENDIX A 
COPY. OF LETTER SENT TO SUPERINTENDENTS 
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Date ------------------~---
Mr. --------------------' Superintendent 
Dear Mr. ________ t 
As you very well know, one of the problems of a rapidly 
growing high school district in California is that oi' orien-
tation of new teachers. 
Our High School District, located on the outskirts of 
Sacramento, is currently operating four high schools with 
two more high schools scheduled for opening in 1960 and an 
additional high school each year until there are thirteen 
high schools. 
Our enrollment is increasing at the rate of 1,000 to 
1,6oo students each year. 
Because of this rapid growth and the normal turnover 
in the District, we will be employing between 75 and 100 
hachers every year. We are attempting to establish an 
orientation program to meet this demand which can be used 
in all of our individual schools. La Sierra High School, 
one of our four, has developed a rather comprehensive pro-
gram. Mr. Robert Johnson, Principal of that schoolt is 
assUIIling the major responsibility for this project. 
Since your school district is comparable to ours in 
many respects! 'ltle would like to have permission to contact 
:your prineipa s in an evaJ.uation procedure Of the current 
practices at La Sierra High School. If your permission is 
granted, a questionnaire will be sent to each of your 
principals bY Mr. Johnson, asking their opinions on the 
effectiveness of our practices that we use. In this manner 
it is hoped that we can substantiate what is being done as 
well as to secure suggestions for improvements in our program. 
If this procedure meets with your approval, will you 
please sign and mail the enclosed post card? 
.Warmest personal regards. 
JRI;eh 
Cordially, 




COPY OF I,ETTEE SENT TO PRINCIPALS 
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Date -----------
Mr. ___________________ , Principal 
Dear Mr. -------' 
Your superintendent • . , has 
given me permission, as a result of €! request from the 
superintendent of our district, to contact you concerning 
our efforts to improve the orientation program for new 
teachers in the San Juan Union High School District in 
Carmichael, California. 
Administrators from selected school districts, which 
are experiencing rapid enrollment increases similar to ours, 
are be:l.ng sampled. Yours fits into this ·category. 
La Sierra High School, one of the district's four 
schools, is in its fourth year of a program of orientation 
for new teachers. Your evaluation of our practices, as 
listed in th~ enclosed questionnaire, will serve as one 
criterion in helping us to formulate an orientation 
program for the district. 
Space is provided throughout t.he check•list for you 
to list additional practices included in your program. 
I extend my thanks to you for your cooperation and 
assistance. I will send you a summary o:r the study when it 
is completed in June. 
Enclosures: 
1. Questionnaire 
2. Stamped envelol>e 
Very truly yours, 
ROBERT B. JOHNSON, JR., 
Principal 
La Sierra High School 
r 
.APPEJ."'DIX C 
COPY 01'' QUOO'l'IONN'AIIUll USED TO COLLEC~' ~nm DATA 
F 
EVALUATION OF ORIENTATION 
PRACTICES FOR NEW TEACHERS 
AT LA SIERRA HIGH SCHOOL 
Directions: Listed below are practices included in the orientation program 
for new teachers at La Sierra High School. Please check in the 
appropriate column opposite each practice the value you feel 
each has in a good orientation program. 
uo 
Return the completed form to : Robert B. Johnson, Jr., 
La Sierra High School 
5330 Gibbons Drive 
Carmichael, California. 
Principal 
rtas vaJ.ue tlaS 
No 




" +' :f •rl rQ ...:! 
AFTER CONTRACT SIGNED 
A. Central Office Responsibility 
" 
1. Letter of welcome 
2. Information packet includes: 
a. Building assignment 
b. Credential filing information 
c. x-ray requirements 
d. Date to report for duty 
e. School year calendar 
~ Salary schedule •• 
g. Board policies 
h. Personnel policies 
~ 














i! •ri rf) >-1 
G. Building Responsibility 
l. ·welcome letter from principal 
2. Information packet to teacher includes: 
a. Departmental course offerings 
b. Copies of school paper 
c. Housing information 
d. Subject assignments 
e. Names and addresses of faculty members 
f. Pre-school workshop dates 
g. Copies of district news bulletins 
I 3. Invitation to visit classes 
4. Letter of welcome from department chairman 
5. Letter of welcome from a departmental teacher 
6. Course outlines furnished 
1· Names of texts used 







Has Value Has 
! No 
' !]) Practice ,.., Value ,q GJ +' 
() 5 +' ~ ·rl U) >-1 
IMMEDIATELY BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS 
A. Central Offi~ Responsibility 
l. Horkshop for new teachers 
Items covered in workshop: 
a. Introduction of district administrative staff 
. 
b. Philosophy of district 
c. District policies and procedures 
d. Services available from district 
2. Bus tour of community 
3· "Get acquainted" social by civic organization 





c. Building Responsibilities 
l. 1-/orkshop for new teachers 
Items covered in vrorkshop: 
a. Introduction of building administrative staff 
b. History of school •. 
c. Alli~inistrator responsibilities 




Has Value Has 
<l! 
No 
Practice rl Value ,c: <l! +' 
0 5 +' ~ •rl (j} H 
e. Building procedures in faculty handbook 
f. Grading philosophy 
g. Discipline philosophy 
h. Classroom control techniques 
i. Teacher evaluation procedures 
j. Student government 
k. Student activity program 
2. Workshop for new and returning teachers 
Items covered in workshop: 
a. Introduction of all staff members 
. 
b. Welcome to community from PTA president 
c. Building procedures in faculty handbook 
d. Bell schedules 
e. vlorking hours 
f. Emergency drills 
g. First day plans 
h. Club program 
i. Extra-curricular assignments 
j. Good grooming 
3- Luncheon for new teachers 
4. Departmental meetings 
5- Ne~< teachers and families guests at dinner 
sponsored by returning teachers 






7- Tour of plant by ne,; teachers 




AFTER SCHOOL STfillTS --- . 
A. Building Responsibility 




c. Guidance program 
d. Library services 
e. Business office procedures 
f. Services of nurse's office 
2. Opportunity to meet students' parents 




Has Value Has 
No 














Has Value Has 
No 
Practice QJ Value 
rl ..c: ~ -fO C) -fO 
~ 0 •.-1 Ul >--' 
2. 
3· 
You are invited to make comments below which may be helpful in improving the 
orientation program at La Sierra High School. 
- 6 -
-
